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'Gish Building, Corner Main and Ninth
WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR.
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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, AUGUST 16,1889. VOLUME XX. NO. 8.
DOWN WITH KILRAIN
and down gees the prices in goods at the
Clothing Palace
We arethe acknoivledged leaders in the clothing business of Hopkinsville. and are sus-
taining our reputation by
Fair Dealing and Low Prices,
and we have just purchased a large lot of goods at a great sacrifice sale in the east.
We will give our patrons the full benefit of our great bargains. Below we give you a
few of the
SPECIAL BARGAINS
That we were fortunate to ;:ecure, but for want of space cannot enumerate them all.
3E14003E2. IL CIMINITTNEi
Ole pair suspenders, sold everywhere for 25c
YE"cst- OC CIMMkrIegES
One pa suspender A that are cheap at Soc.
Cleaxtas
ne imitation flannel sh.rt well worth 76c.
104:::pir 5C, Clemt.t€5.
One Mole skin or flannel shirt good for75c.
E'cr 7C42)13.tS
A genuine flannel shirt worth $1.26.
One pair shoes wal worth $1.75
FOR, $1.50
One auit of summer clothes, fit any man or boy.
FOR $3.50
Will buy an all wc)oi slut worth $5.00
FOR $6.00
Wa will sell an all wool fast colony suit worth 18.00.
FOR$15.00
We will sell choice of any suit la our house. Suits range as high as
$30.00. These 're genuine bargains.
Furnishing goods and hats at your own price. Our immense stock of
3F1 M
At a terrible sacrifice. This is a great clearance sale, and every article has been cut
in price. Call and see for yourselves, No room to quote prices. We gurantee you
gools cheaper than you ever purchased in your life.
Pye, Dicken & Wall
T. II ERN Ds iN. TOM P. MAJOR.
Hcrndon & Major
eueeessors to Ilerndon, Hellions & Co.'
To-ba.cco Sale..s.naen,
Grange'.'Warehouse,
CLARKSVILE, TENN.
Respectfully solicits the patrouagge of farmers and dealers in tobacco
throughout Christian and adjoining eounties. Careful and prompt attention
to all business entrusted to us and all orders executed on short notice. We
have the best and most commodious house in the West, insuring plenty of
room, and this enables us to dispatch business promptly.
3342,zicics rt. eNc. IVIEajcsir.
SAVE 20 • • •SAVE
BY BUYING YOUR
• * •
Dry Goods Clothing
BOOTS AND SHOES
---AND
Gents furnishings,
H
IKE LIPSTINE.
•
He c-tti and will sell you goods cheaper than
any eir)u4e in town. All goods warrant(d to
te as represcnted. Remember the place,
Ike Lipstine,
8.41. 131;CE NES, JAS. 0 HAYS.
BUM & HAYS'
Real Estate.
Insurance arid
Calecting Agency,
Next Door to Front Entrance of
Court House,
Hopkinsvilie - - Ky
CITY PROPERTY FOR MALE.
Cheap lots near It, it. water tank.
The ire house property (Li 7th street neer
Princeton bridge. Will mil ass wboktor Inkite.
Two cottages anal lots on Jesup Avenue.
Very cheap.
The J. W. Daniel, lot on Liberty street
will be divided Into 4 or more lots.
one of the finest residences in the city, large
lot, house of eight rooms, all out-huHdintra,
fruit and shade tree'', on west side Walnut
street Terms easy and price low.
One of the moat desirable residences on met
7th street. large lot, 2 alleys, S room house,
out- bn dings, etc. Price VI,750
One of the largest and best appointed resi-
dences on South Main street, with about 1S
acre lot, at a bargain.
Seven room house and all out buildings,
cistern and large lot, all In splendid repair,
worth 43,01110 We offer for aaP.1. Situated am
MNorth ain street.
Four room house and lot,50x90 feet ,on South
Virginia street at a bargain.
Dwelling, store house and lot, corner 2nd
and Liberty streets-at a bargain.
The Atte M. Lewis lot on Ninth street,
901,165 feet, can be divided seas to make I goodbusiness lots.
Lot on Seventh street adjoining New Era
office very cheap.
Four room house anal outbulldange, nearly
new, with one of the finest lots, in south Main
street. A bargain.
Three very desirable residence iota on south
Main street, one of which is well improved,
or will sell as• whole, with about 3u0 feet
front.
Acre lot with improvemeets on south side
Princeton street very cheap.
FARM PROPERTY
17)04 acre farm, fine moil anal good imp-ot1e-
nients, near Ctrurch Hill, on a public road.
Fine 190 acre farm near Relleview, vieh
bottom lanai, good timber, and splendid im-
provemente.
Ill) acres land each side Cox MIII road, near
city Hu, its
The old Pryor Fears farm of Z'ti ateroe, II
miles north-east of alty, improved and well-
watered, at a bargain.
99 acre farm, woll Improved, % of a mile
north of Pembroke.
102 acre farm, finely Improved with splen-
did custom m111, 3t miles from PembrOks,
will sell at a bargain.
Fine farm of 240 acres, adjoining Cerulean
Springs tract and extending to depot. Vann
well Improved, with lee acres under Komi
(erne, with plenty of good timber and water.
4 room house, two tenements, barn, stable
and orchard, Good for wheat, tobacco or
stork farm and at a bargain
41111 acre farm near Garrettsburg. Land
that-clam and farm well Improved. Every-
thing in good order. Price. 111-7,500, .me-third
cash. balance I and 2 years all per cent.
U0 sere farm on Tobacco road, between
Pembroke and Rarker's Mill, well Improved
and well watered Will divide Into two
farms, 1141 and at aeres, giving dwellings OD
each. Price low and terms easy.
140 acres with dwellii.g, barn, stables, wa-
ter and orchard, 10 miles east from city, and
three miles front Furguson'• Storeroom.
The finest little farm. 135 scree, well Im-
proved, on I. A. & T Railroad, between Oak
Grose and Douglas* Station, In Chrinilan
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling of 5 rooms, tobacco
barn, and moll equal to any in thee°.
lib acre faun known as the Reuben Benno
ger place. 2 miles from Pembroke. One of
the best improved farms in the county and
land very fine. A bargain offered in this
property.
FOR BENT.-Cottage on Jesup
Ave. $8 per month.
Bildocillays
High -Pressure
Living characterizes tile4e modern day..
The result is • fearful increase of Brain
and Heart Diseases - General De-
bility, Insomnia, Paralysis, and In-
sanity. Chloral and Morphia augment
the evil. The medicine best adapted
to do permanent good is Ayer's Sar-
saparilla. It puritlea, enriches, and
vitalizes the blood, anal thus strengthens
every function and faculty of the body.
"I have used Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
my family, for years. I have found it
invaluable as
A Cure
for Nervous Debility canned by an in-
active liver and a low state of the blood."
-Henry Bacon, Xenia, Ohio.
"For some time I have been troubled
with heart disease. I never found any-
thing to help me until I began using
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. I have only used
this medicine six month., but it has re-
lieved me from my trouble, gad enabled
me to resume work." -J. P. Carzanett,
Per:7,-BL
"I have bees a practicing physician
for over half a century, anal daring that
time I have never friend SO powerful
and reliable an alterative and blood-
purifier as Ayer's Sareaparills."- Dr.
M. biamoart,'Louirrille, Ky. •
Ayer's Sarsaparilla
•.
IrRIZPAR ED BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer k Co., Lowell, Mass.
Fries $1; edx bottles. $5. Worth a beaks.
nprecedented Attraction!
OVER A MILLION ImsTRIBUTED.
•S•-L•
Lotman State tottery Genii.
Incorporated by the Legislature In 1864, for
Educational and ('heritable purposes, and its
franchise made a part of the present MAU'
Ct:pilustialirlI en., in 11479, by an overwhelmingp.
Its MAMMOTH DRAWINGS take place'
Refill-Anima/1y (June and December,) and
Its GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAW-
INGS take pine(' In each of theother ten
months ot the p'mar, Kiel are aildrawn in
public, at the Academy of Muelc,New Or-
leans, La.
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEAFtill,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes,
Attested as follows:
"We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the monthly anal Semi-
Annual Drawings ante Louisiana state Lot-
tery Company, and in person Domaine and
contra al the Drawing. themselves, and that
the smile are conducted with honesty, fair-
ness, and In good faith toward all parties, and
we authorize the C puny to use this certifi-
cate, with fac-stmliee of our signatures at-
tached In Ile advertisements."
CommisSioners.
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers
will pay all Prizes drawn In The Louisiana
State Lotteries which may be presented at
our counters. 
•
R. N. WALESLEY, Pres. LOW/Gana Nat. Bk.
PIRRRZ Preis. State Nato Bk.
A. BALDW/N, Pres. New Orleans Nat, Bk.
CARL Kona, Pres. Union National Bank.
Grand Monthly Trawing,
At the Academy of Music. New airiest,.,
Tuesday Sep. 10th, la*,
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
110,utai Tickets at $110; Halves lie: quarter. 4.1;
Tenths 42; Twentieth, $1.
LIST or PRIERS.
I PRIZE OF mime Is  
1 " of 100,0110 Is.
1 " of 50,00V la 
1 " of WhOUIll is 
2 PRIZEs of 10,1000 are
5 - of 5,000 are
" of 1,1100 are.
los are 
990 " .1110 are ..
RU " 40 IV are 
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
100 Prizes of $500 are
Its) " of MO are
140 " of SO are
TERMINAL PRIZES.
9II0 Prizes of HOU are
SM)" of lOtt are
11,134 Prises amounting to
texossi
. 100400
... 51/A100
AMU
...
'et,001.)
'25.000
25.000
50.0u0
MAO
100,000
410 000
:In (*n
'3) 000
$90,900
. /41,90)
111,1.1:6.4.0
NOTZ-TIckets drawing Capital Prize, an,
not cot It lest to Terminal Prizes.
AGENTS WANTED.
eV- Foe (-Lyn Raves, or any further in-
formation desired, write legilmy to the under-
signed. clearly stating your residence, with
State, Count), Stra-et and Number. More
rapid return mall delivery will be assured by
your encloraing an Envelope bearing your full
address.
IPAPORTA.,T.
Address M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Washington, D.C.
By ordlnory letter, contaiding Money Order
Issued by ell Express C parties, New York
Exchange, Draft or Postal Note.
ADDRESS REGISTERED LETTICIL5 1 °STAIN-
ING CURRRNCY To
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, L.
"REM EM BR, that the payment of Prises
le GUARANTEED BY FOUR NATIONAL
BANKS of New Orleans, and theTickets are
signed by the President of an Institution,
whose chartered right* are recolynlust In the
highest l'OUrts; therefore, bewareof all imita-
tions or anonymous ochemes."
ONE DOLLAR Is the price of the smallest
part tar fraction of a Ticket liet4UED BY US
In any Drawing. Anything In our name of-(erred for less than a Dollar Isa
Combines the juice ef tht Bi.e Figs of
California, so laxative and nutritious,
with the medi,inat virtues if plants
known to be most beeeti,t.d tp the
human system. 1, rming the ONLY PER-
FECT RE:311.1.)••• to act riitly yet
prcniptly on the
KIDNEYS LIVER AND BOWELS
--AND TO-
Cleanse the System Effectually,
Pa.JRF. BLOOD
- TNAT -
REFRESHING SLEEP,
HEALTH and STRENGTH
Naturally follow. Every one is using it
and all are delighted with it. Ask your
druggist for SYRUP OF FIGS. Mans-
factored only by the
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO..
Las C A L .
'11LotaismAa, Ng* Yost. N.
H. B. GARNER, Agnt.
Be% Female College
ExeinsIvely fair Young Lao
The Fait season 'Will open on
IONDAY, AUGUST 26. 1889,
Dist 1 tigulslitel teachers of the A In•letit and
Modern Languages are added to tile fitruity.
J Itust will preside. Spoolsl arrsnie-
ments foxy be made by indite not (soma-eh-al
wit it etillege fair notnieution into the (lame.% in
Music, Art, Elocution, Matttentat les or the
adern Languages For InformatIon call on
adairt-se the Preoldent.
J. W. RUST, Ilopkinsy2lie, Ky,
DAVID KNOWS WHAT DM IT.
Mr. Colson, Defeated Republican Can-
didate For state Treasurer,
Gives Hie Idea of' What
Beat Him.
Hon David G. Colsou, the defeated
Republican candidate for State Treas-
urer, whose home is up In the moun-
tainous Yellow creek section of pic-
turesque Bell county, le in the city,
says the Courier-Journal. Last even-
lug he oat in front of Ruler's Hotel
talking to Mr. John Barrett, who had
the good sense to decline the nomina-
tion which Mr. Colisou accepted. Sev-
eral friends sat about. 3Ir. Colson
was not recognized at first sight hy
any of the gentlemen who had formed
his acquaintance before be became a
candidate for treasurer. The reason
was that he had removed the curly
mustache which before adorned his
upper lip. Tne change left him look-
ing much more youthful than before,
apparently not over twenty-three or
twenty-four years of age. The as-
piring young lawyer trona Bell coun-
ty did not think the official count,
which will be made known at Frank-
Sart on the Saturday before the fifth
Monday after the election, would
show him snowed under by more
than 25,000 majority fer Judge Sharp.
He ascribed his defeat partly to the
good management of the Democrats
and partly to the "niggers" going
back on him. With the sable broth-
er Mr. Colson expressed disgust, and
he said they had "sold out like
sheep."
"The negro," said Mr. Colson, is an
incubus to the Republican party.
Lineoln's proclamation of emancipa-
tion was a bane to the Republican
party and for its sake ought never
have been promulgated. I tell you
what we need down here next time
we have an election, to keep the ne-
gro in the Republican ranks, is Dud-
ley's 'blocks of five' plan."
HE 'FESSED UP.*
Zettie Childress, Otw of the Youine
Men %Vile Robbed a Store at
Crofton, Mates a Con- .
fession.
Harry Nixson and Zettle Childress
were brought before Judge Winfree
Friday charged as accomplices of
W'alter Taylor in the store breaking
and stealing affair, an account of
which was in Tburoday's edition.
Nixeon gave bend to the atnouut of
$250 and was allowed to go free, but
Childress unable to give bond, was
lodged In jail, but not until after
making a full confession When
questioned by the New ERA'S re-
porter Friday be said that he
had been working on Mr. Taylor's
farm and that several days before the
robbery, young Taylor and Nixaon
came to him, claiming that they had
attempted to break in the store a
week previous anti that there was not
the least danger of being detected,
and if be would only go along they
would make him rich. Ile accepted
their terms and went along, but upon
reaching the store his courage failed
him and he took no part in effecting
an entrance which was done by break-
ing open a shutter, cutting off the
putty and renioving the pane of glass.
After gaining all entrance Childress
says Nixson and Taylor Laving a
brace aud bit and other tools for the
occasion started at once to rob the
safe but were persuaded by hint not
to attempt it. When asked what was
taken he said: "I was afraid to take
niudi and only took a knife and
handkerchief but Nixson and Taylor
emptied a hag of seed and filled the
bag with jewelry, cuttlery and tin-
ware, besides taking $200 in money."
In answer to what was done with the
the plunder, he said: "We had no
trouble in making our way home
safely and Nixon and Taylor hid
their portion under Mr. Taylor's barn
and that is all I know. My time was
out next Monday at Uncle John's
(which he calls Mr. Taylor) after
which I went to Princeton where I re-
mained a few days and then went to
Cadiz, where I was when arrested."
Children; is a young fellow, seven-
teen years old, and is not endowed
with an unusual amount of sense.
He doesn't seem to realize what he
has done, and talks as if housebreak-
ing, so long as you are not caught, is
a fair mode of making a living.
Probably • the grand jury will con-
vince him otherwise.
----
Itubredseter.
A letter from Mr. J. W. Ruby, Un-
ion City, Ind., • says: "I have used
"your Clarke's Extract of Flax (Pa-
. Cough Cure and find it a
"complete cure for deep seated cold.
"It has done more than two of our
"most skillful phyeicians. My chil-
"dren had the whooping cough and
"with the aid of your Cough Cure,
"they had it very light compared
"with neighbors' children who did not
"take it. I believe it .to be the best
"cough cure in the market." So it is.
A large bottle only $1.00.
Clarke's Flax Soap for the Skin.
It leads them all. Price 25 cents.
Cough Cure and Soap for sale by H.
11. Garner.
.4110.
Fatally Shot. -
At Sacramento Monday one I 'uder-
wood was selling whisky in open vio-
lation of the law, says the Calhoon
Comotitution. A writ for his arrest
was issued and in the absence of the
town marshal, the writ was placed in
the hands of Mr. 1. N. Vickers and
two other citizens to be served. They
found Underwood, and after several
shots were exchanged, l'uderwood
was shot in the abdomen and through
the arm. He then surrendered, was
placed under guard, and a physician
was summoned to dress his wounds.
The doctors probed for the ball in his
abdomen, but failed to find it. Un-
derwood is in a precarious condition,
and will probably die.
Piton ri's Eh.
First a cold, then a cough, then
consumption, then death. "I took
Dr. A.eker's English remedy for con-
sumption the moment I began to
to cough, and I believe it saved in
ife."-W ALTER N. WALLACE, W ash
ngton. Sold by H. B. Garner, drug
1st.
Tobacco Sale,.
Sales by Hancock, Hallums I Co.,
of Clarksville. for the week ending
August 7th of 440 hlids. as follows:
40 Mids. flue leaf $14 25,13 50, 13 00,
12 25, 12.25, 12 00,11 50, 11 25, 10 75,
10 50, 10 50, 10 25, 10 00, 10 00, 10 00,
10 00. 10 00, 10 00, 9 90, 9 75, 9 H0,
9 50, 9 50, 9 50,9 40, 9 40, .9 25, 9 10,
9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00,
9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00.
40 hhds. good medium leaf $8 00 to
8 90.
75bhde. medium leaf $7 00 to 7 90.
242 hhds. low to medium leaf $3 70
to 6 WO.
42 bhds. lugs $l 50 to 4 80.
• RIMIS “ufursrui.."
saved the life of my little girl by
• prompt use of Dr. Aeker's Engligh
Remedy for Consiouption."-Mrs
W94. Y. HARRIMAN, New York
gold by H. B. (lam Der, ruggist.
EXAGGERATED.
The Trouble at Princeton Not so Se-
rious as First Reported,
An Innocent Man Receives the Se-
verest Wound-Joe Hutchens a
Very Successful Carver.
The difficulty at Princeton on elec-
tion day turns out not to have been
NO bad as first reported. The partic-
ulars of the affair as given by the
Banner are as follows:
"Aaron and Joe Hutchens, two
young men, who came to this state
some time ago from Tennessee, and
have since been living on a farm near
town, had in some way incurred the
enmity of Charles and "Al" Lewis
living in the same neighborhood.
This bail state of feeling it seems has
led to one or two difficulties, prior to
the one Monday, in which the
Hutchens boys were pretty roughly
handled by the Lewis brothers.
Recently, it seems, the Lewis boys
had concluded it was time to do up
their enemies again, and in sonic
way the impreselon got abroad among
their neighbors that when the parties
met there would be trouble. Just
after noon Monday Charles and "Al"
Lewis estate up with the two Hutch-
ens brothers in the locality above
mentioned and the ball opened im-
mediately. Just how it started it is
difficult to learn, but the prevailing
opinion seemed to be that "Al" Lewis
began the attack by throwing a rock
at Aaron Hutchens, who pulled his
pistol and shot at Lewis. This was
the signal for the battle to begin and
it began in earnest.
The pollee and bystanders] inter-
fered as soon as possible and the
combatants who evidently engaged
in a fight to the death were pulled
apart and separated. Three shots
were fired by Aaron Hutchens, one
at "Al" Lewis, which seems to have
missed its aim and two at Charles
Lewis, one of which inflicted a slight
scalp wound, the other going wide of
mark. During the fight, however,
Joe Hutchens had used his knife
very effectively making au ugly gash
across "Al" Lewis' face and neck
and cutting Charlie Lewis very se-
riously in several places. The
Hutchens boys as far as known es-
caped without injury.'
"Rufus Dunn, who was sitting
quietly in the shade eating his din-
ner, was struck in the neck by one of
the shots, probably the first one, and
dangerously if not fatally wounded.
The ball passed through his neck just
to one side of the windpipe, without
breaking a bone or severing an artery.
At last accounts physicians thought
his chances good for recovery, but
the danger to be feared is later on.
Dunn lives a few miles south of town
and Is a well known and industrious'
man. He has a wife and several
children.
`Al' and Charlie Lewis and Joe
Hutchens were arrested by Policeman
Wilson anol his assistants after some
difficulty with the two former, in
which Wilson used his club very ef-
fectively. Aaron Hutchens escaped
during the excitement and has not
since been captured."
NAMED AT LAST.
Csollector Feland Forwards His List of
Recommendatioss to Washington.
The District Pretty Well thipireeen-
t est --chriet ian Couui y Gets Her
Share.
Collector Feland has at last sent in
his recommendations for appoint-
ments, and is now resting easy. Each
section of the district is represented,
and while of course there will be
many disappointments, the collector
has done his best to secure good men.
The following are the names of those
recommended:
sToiti:Keeeeits.
J. G. Chatham, Muldenberg.
A. S. Hicks, Henderson.
W. H. Long, Lyon.
Alex Sproule, Clinton.
C. 31. Kimbly, Ohio.
H. A. Moore, Warren.
S. W. Adams, Crittenden.
W. H. Hardin, Breckenridge.
J. L. Barnett Ohio.
J. E. Meacham, Christian.
H. C. Marlow, Lyon.
J. A. Clark, Hancock.
W. A. Smith, Breckenridge.
D. L. Smith, Ohio.
H. Coleman, Hopkins.
Thos. B. Pritchard, Barren.
Jno. D. Martin, Hopkins.'
Jno. \V. Lane, Davie's.
Jno. T Thompson, nattiest'.
F. N. Isbell, Muhlenberg.
Riley A. Reed, Allen.
J. 11. Lile, Simpson.
Campbell :McPherson, Monroe.
Geo. S. Page, Monroe.
W. G. Cromwell, Union.
Z. T. Proctor, Grayson.
oAutocits.
W.1'. Morton, Daviees.
H. P. Nunn, McCracken.
'F. L. Long, Warren.
Pete Mayo, Daviess.
Marcellus liszlipp, Ednionoon.
L. F. Siusseen, Caldwell.
R. P. Townsend, Logan.
N. S. Roark, Henderson.
W. S. Knight, Russell.
O. H. Anderson, Christian.
P. L. Ford. Barren.
H. T. Franks, Crittenden.
%V. G. Hurt, Caloway.
J. W. Welch, Henderson.
Eugene Edison, McLean.
Alfred Thurston, DSViese.
STORHICIIKPEIL-GAIllti NHS.
H. L. Davie, Hopkins.
Silas G. Tartar, Russell.
H. L. Burnam, Warren.
henry Shirley, Barren.
C. E. Meacham, Christian.
J. P. Clark, Christian.
E. 8. Lamastue, Butler.
W. H. Turner, Butler.
Sadler, Logan.
John W. Postell, Christian.
Frank Weir, 31uhlenberg.
Noble W. Ashley, Webster.
W. L. Lawless,
John Muncie, Barren.
(1. G. Witty, Carlisle.
J. H. Carter, Metcalfe.
A. C. Holland, Metcalfe.
J. A. Morrison, Russell.
J. S. NleKinney, Russell.
Green Self, Hart.
John W. Brent, Hart.
W. H. Turner, Butler.
(leo. T. Herriford, Cumberland.
Percy S. Latham, tiraysou.
\V. S. Fox, Dfuhlenberg.
The appointments are divided
among the counties as follows: !ra-
yless, 5; Hopkins, 3; Edmoadeon, 1;
Breckenridge, 2; Ohio, 2; Christian
.5; Lyon, 2; Caldwell, 1; Russell, 5;
Warren, 3; Barren, 4; Henderson, 3;
Hancock, 1; Ilutler, ; Muldenberg, 4;
MeCracken, 1: Webster, 1; Allen, I;
Simpson, 1; Monroe, 2; Union, 1;
Metcalfe, 2; Hart 2; Cumberland, 1;
Todd, 1; Grayson, 1; Carlisle, 1; Crit-
tenden, 2; Calloway, 1; McLean, 1;
Lyon, 1; Clinton, I; Logan, 1; Un-
ion, 1.
TERRIBLE FOREWARNING&
Cough in the morning, hurried o
difficult breathing, raising phlegm,
tightness in the chest, quickened
breath, chilliness in the evening or
sweats at night, all or any of these
things, are the first stages of con-
sumption. Dr. Acker 's English
Remedy for consumption will cure
these fearful symptoms, and Is sold
under a pesitive.guarantee by H. B.
Garner, Druggist.
NEEDS HANGING.
An Old Man Assault* His Twelve-
Year-Old Grand-Daughter.
A telegram from Paducah says:
There is great excitement among the
people living in the Gum Spring
neighborhood, this county, over a ter-
rible crime perpetrated two days ago.
Jesse Mathes, a man over 50 years of
age, inveigled his 12-year-old grand
daughter, Sallie Jones, into the woods
and criminally assaulted her, threat-
ening to kill the child if she said
anything about his crime, Mathes
fled. The child dragged herself home
and told her mother. As soon as the
news of the deed reached the neigh-
bors the el.' iro community turned
out and hunted the brute, swearing
to lynch Mathes if caught. He was
captured by the township constable
late last night, quietly brought to
this city and lodged in jail. The Gum
Spring people threaten to hang the
fiend if they get their hands on hint.
••••111.
-
BROKEN imaslii1s.
One of the first exhibitions of wis-
dom is to avoid the company of fools.
Devilty is not improved in charm,-
ter by calling it "Christian Science."
First tramp-"Sonie folks is born
lucky. Rem'ber Bill Soaks?" Sec-
ond tramp-"Yep" First tramp-"He
got into Sweipier'14 brewery the other
night an' was drowned in a beer vat.
"There is a time for everything,"
said the man who prayed Sunday
and gave short measure week days.
Oriental rug dealer-"I assure you
madam, that this is a genuine prayer
rug. It is 150 years old, and was; used
in a mosque for many years." Mrs.
Tineelbrade (indignatly)-"Do I look
like a person who buys second-hand
articles, sir? If you've got any new
rugs with plenty of red in 'em, you
may show 'em to me."
GONE TO GRAYSON.
The I,atham Light Geards off for the
Scene of F,neanipment.
The Lattam Light Guards went
early to their armory Friday night in
order to have everything in moving
shape by 10 o'clock, at which time
they were to start on their annual
encampment at Grayson, Ky. All
hands seemed delighted and justly,
too, for the few minutes drill on the
street showed that every man has
worked hard, and that the company
which only a few weeks ago was "as
awkward as they make 'em" is now
fairly well drilled. For the time the
manual was excellent, the field move-
ments anything but bad, and on a
whole the company is not one to be
ashamed of. After a short drill they
were marched qnickly to the depot
where was found a large enthusiastic
crowd of young people anxious to
show their appreciation for their ef-
forts and to give them a good send
off. Arms were stacked and the boys
allowed to spend the time with young
ladies. But they had scarcely a doz-
en words when the train whistled
and called them once more to their
arms. No time was lost in boarding
and soon the train moved off amid
cheers, handkerchief waving and
well wishes. The following is the
roster of the Company:
Capt. Jouett Henry.
1st Lieut. Walter Campbell.
24 Lieut. Jas. F. Clarity.
let eargent C. S. Lindsay.
2c1Seargent Frank Bell.
3d Seargent Harry Tandy.
1st Corp. 0. F. Stein hagen.
2d Corp. L. K. Grutety.
:id ('orp. Henry Tandy
Privates J. W. Twyrnan, H. H.
Bighatn, J. E. Meacham, Terry Hill,
W. S. Withers, J. T. Savage, S.
Cohan, Major Wooldridge, B. G.
Nelson. S. C. Northington, H. B. Lip-
stine, Thad Courtney, John Pickford,
(,has. Campbell.
Sam Hester, quartermaster; liondo
Cooper, maecott.
ELIXIR OF LIFE.
1 he Learned M. D's Differ ii Opinion
as to its Virtues.
Lensisayille l'hyslcian Makes a Trial
With the .Itiott Atitoniseing
DETROIT, MICH., Aug. 12-How
silly the whole thing seems. The
Brown-Sequard elixir of youth"bears
absurdity on its very face," said Dr.
Donald McLean. "It is a a eak eman-
ation from a brilliant intellectual
wreck. You cannot turn back yes-
terday and God Almighty alone can
make an old man young."
Dr. Surley said: "It is a pity that
kingly intellect like this should have
become so visionary, because Brown-
Sequent is to medicine what
Napolean was to war-the greatest of
his kind. The injection of the or-
ganized tissues of animals into the
human body is attended with great
danger because it may result in blood
poisoning."
"The Brown-Sequard remedy is
simply the injection of nutrious ani-
mal material tinder the skin of a hu-
man being," said Health Officer Duf-
field. "As long as the vitality of the
capillary system of the person treated
exists tide nourishment will be ab-
sorbed more rapidly than by the
the stomach, but this is ouly tempor-
ary relief, and the danger of injecting
animal fluid is in its liability to
be decomposed. I heard a week ago
that some one had been at the dog
pound and had been allowed to re-
move certain glands from thedrowned
dogs' bodies. I requested Sept. Pitt-
man to order the pound-keeper to re-
fuse to allow the mutilation of the
dead animals.
Old Kentuckians Made Yousg.
LoutsvILLE, Kv.,Aug.12.-A num-
ber of physleians have been experi-
menting with Brown-Sequard's elixir
of life. Drs. Wilson, Yoe and Dugan
of the Hospital College of bledcine
injected small quantities of the elixir
prepared according to the formula,
into the veins of a'inan 70 years old,
subject to rheumatism and general
debility. In Party-eight hours he
was regenerated and the injections
have been continued. The houyancy
of youth remains. Dr. Robert Porter
used the elixir on a man 74 years
old, afflicted with paralysis, asthma
and diabetes. The second day he
felt new energy and bouyaucy, and
the second night lie slept soundly
seven hours and continues strong.
He has never heard of Brown-
&guard and cannot be influenced by
imagination.
Syrup of Figs,
Produced from the laxative and nu-
trious juice of California figs, corn-
blued with the medical virtues of
plants known to be the most benefi-
cial to the human system, acts gently
on the kidneys, liver and bowels, ef-
fectually cleansing the system, dis-
pelling colds and headaches, and
curing habitual constipation.
Sale of Lands
By Auditor's Agent
FOR TAXES
Due the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and the Coun-t
ty of Christian.
By virtue of the authority vested in
me by chapter 1,312 approved April 9,
1880, chapter 1,565 approved May 6,
1880, and chapter 1,547 approved May
4, 1888, of the laws of the State of
Kentucky, the undersigned will on
Monday, the 28th day of September,
1889, at the court house door in Hop-
kinsville, Kentucky, beginning at the
hour of 9 o'clock a. m. and continu-
ing from day to day until all the land
offered is sold, sell at public auction
for cash in hand, so much of the sev-
eral hereinafter described iota of land,
as may be necessary to discharge the
taxes, interest and costa, or other in-
debtedness which may be due there-
on, or due from the owner thereof, as
hereinafter set out; and where more
than one tract belonging to the same
person Is to be sold the same will be
sold in the order advertised, each
tract, or as much thereof as may be
necessary will first be offered for
whole amount due from such owner
at the time of its sale, and then in
case such amount is not realized to
the highest bidder.
B. E. RANIX)LPH,
Auditor's agent, Christian Co., Ky.
HARVEY HRHATHIT'T,
County Commissioner.
Anderson, Squire, 2 acres Me
)1, '82, Gordonsville, belongs
t:1;ears}, Iaj' 1343ld $ 
2523
niel, 100 acres DisBe 
1, '84, belonging to Dr A G
Darby and J K Johnson 11 5.5
i6:3,Bradley,crs5John, col, Is acre Die
3, '79, '81, '82, D B 56 page
2.110
Braille, Mrs M F, 1 lot Ben- 
nettstown, Dig 1, '81, belongs
to J. A. Boyd and Ben Mc-
(Iehee
Brent, Dick, col, 134 Die 3, '81,
'82, D B 46, i.ge 449 825
Batley, Hansford, 100 acres Die 
3, '82, D 14 70, page 200, be-
longs to estate B F Heiser 10 21
Blair, James W, 127 acres Die
1, 's4, D B 66, page 382, see C
H Bush 14 91
Cansler, James (1, 55 acres Die
3, '81, '82, I) B 84, page 128,
belongs to W It Renshaw 17 33
Caneler, M B, 35 acres Die 1,
'84, D B 47, page 91 10 81
Cross, Richard, col, g acre Dis
8, '83, '84, '85, '86, $32.47, bal 16 97
Caldwell, Sarah, 77 acres Dis 3,
'86, D B 74, page 125, belongs
Sisk & White 962
Clark, Jesse P, 65 acres Die 1,
'86, D B 54, pag.e 242
11 92Clenurnons, Jno W, col, 3 acres 
Die 5, near Crofton, '85, N W
Spurlin 3 85
Dearmon, Thos, for wife, 39
acres Die 3, '79 Co tax, I) B
65, page 357, belongs to C S
Hurst 4 92
Darnell, J R, 50 acres Die 1, '84,
'85, '86, D B 70, page ?AI 33 74
Darnell, M V, 125 acres Dig 1,
'8.5, '86, D 13 00, page 596 22 86
Dukes, Jno F, 50 acres Die 3,
'8.5, '86, D C 69, page 386 17 10
Earl, Thos B, Ag't Mary Earl, 
50 acre* Dis 2, '78 Co, D B
50, page 340 6 78
Edwards, Jno 81, 166 acres Die
3, '85, '86, D B 55, page 88 16 07
Elliott, Jesse R, 80 acres Dial,
'85, D B 69, page 242, belongs
E. G. Callis 10 43
Fruit, Those col, 1 acre Die 2,
'81. '82, '83, '77, '78, D B 49,
Page MS 2583
Fleming, Sarah J, 1 lot, Hop-
kinsville, Die 4, '79, bal 9 23
Feland, Dr William, (10 acres
Die 3, '81, '82 '83, '85, '86, I)
B 51, Page 56
Fowler, Jae B, 73 acres Die
;3 41 5S
1, '84, D B 65, page 440 11 10
Fowler, D E, 150 acres Die 1,
'82, D B 65, page 386, belong.
to Alex Logan 710
Fowler, Louis, 45 acre* Die l,
'82, IJ B 65, page 386, belongs
to D. E. Fowler 7 80
Gaines, Gabril, col, 1 acre Dis
eye
Same, for mother, 1 k2 acre Dis
871
Gaines, Mettle, Pa acre Dia 2,
'86 770
Hord, Ben F, 3 acres Die 3, '81,
'82, '83, Poud P 0 2340
Hale, Nancy A, 96 acref Die 3,
'81, B 63, page 489, belongs
H taomFb yE, raar cvee y 48 acres Dis 908
3, '82, '83, belongs to Chat
Holt, Crofton, Ky
'81, D B 71, page 95, belongs 
21 44
Hilberton, Robt, 1 acre Die 2,
to H C Mabry 953
Hamilton,Steven and Georgia,
col, 1 lot Die 4, '82 10 07
Halley, Mrs Virginia,
acres Dis 3, '83 I) B 70, palgt 
143, belongs to L \V Croft 10 3.5
Hord, Josiah B, 100 acres Die
3, '83, D B 61, page 24 11 03
Helflin, G V, 50 acres Dis 3, 
'85, I) B 69, page lts6 144.3
Johnson, (iether dr Green, 27
sates Die 3, '88, D )3 69, page
5 80
Jordan, Samantha, 107 acres
Jackson, Mary, 200 acres Dis
3, '84, D B 50, page 259
Jordan, John, 100 acres Die 3,
102 8918'85, DB 69, page 97
Dis 3, '446, D B(S), page 44 783
Keys, Amanda, col, 1 lot Dis
4, Hopkinsville, '81, '82, '83,
19 61Ambrose D,115 acres Die 
'81,'82, '83, '84, D B 75, page
249 68 00
Kinkead,.11,a,"18378b 
acres
Di  4, ge
294, belongs to Chas E Can-
non 13 71
Kenner, Nelson, col, 4 acres
Die 2, '86, I) B54, page 379 10 07
Lutz, Geo F, 28 acres Die 1, '81,
nLucas,    58  P g e343 
71
Alex, acre Dis 4, '83, 
B 55, page 77 385
Long, Melinda E, 40 acres Die
3, '81, D B 65 page 112,
belongs to 0 B Crop and J
C Brown 
11 21
Martin, Mollie and Amthoney,
 7col, Die 2, '83, '85, '86, hal 2 0 
Meuser, Henry D, 50070 acres
les 1, '81, '83, I) H Glover
and Harrison Pendey 18 5)
Menser, Louis, 100 acres Die 1,
'85, D 13 58, page 617 800
McIntosh, M T for Margaret
McIntosh, 301 acres Dis 1,
'83, '84 20 41
Monier, J W, by Taylor Ag't
70 acres Die 3, '82, D B 74,
page 87, belongs to W ./
Sharber 7 72
Oglesby, 
C D, 25 acres Die 3,
383, 10 B 71, page 315, belongs
to W H Oglesby to (31
O'Brien, Joe, col, I lot Hop-
kinsville Dis 4, '85, bal 3 34
Phipps, J W, 11 acres Di. 3,
'85, '86, D B 67, page 368, be-
longs; to Robt Younglove 17 70
Pyle, David M, 1014 acres Dies,
'Ml, '82, D 13 62, page 341, be-
longs to Geo E Boyd :n 87
Pyle, Richard, 3 acres Dis 8,
'86, '86, D B 70, page 408, be-
longs to (limey Pons 19 82
Pyle, Joe F, 34 acres Die 3, '83,
10 62
Pop! 1aBr d6 AP "W , 200473 acres Dis 1,
'85, '86, D B 73, page 75, be-
longs to Thos 11 Reed tZ
Pryor, pJage304, e5 acres Die 3, '82,f)B
10 50
Reece, !tack, col, 2 acres his
1, '86, '87, I) 59, page 57 900
Renshaw, Henry, ;tot, 37 acres
Die 1, '85, D B 57, page 441 10 12
Smith, M M, 1 lot, Pembroke,
Dis 2 ')(2, '83, '84, '85, belongs
to Tim Ryan 24 10
Shackelford, Wm, col, 1 lot Dis
4, '81, '82 balance 17 00
Stevens, Jae M,50and 100 acres
Die 1,'14l, 82, '83, 1) B 53,
Page 72 31478
Stevens, Jos U, for W L Ste-
vens, 50 acres,'82,ime division
E B Blair's estate 12 16
Stuart, Wiley, 1 acre Dis 1, '86,
near Belleview, belongs to
Juo E Ricketts 17 OS
7 MI
Stuart,Jas P,79 acres Dia 1 '85,D
B 67, page 872, belongs to B
S Wood
Simmons, Jane, 35 acres Die 2
'85 '86, see division Simmons
estate
Sypert, Mrs M D, 650 acree,Dis
1, '86, South Christian
Southall, Jno, for wife and
daughter, Di. 1, '85, 86, bid
Thomas, Ellen, col, 16 acres,
Die 3, '81, D B be, page 888
Torten, Mrs V R, 100 acres Di.
3,'81,D B 63,page 373
Trios, Volney '1,38 acres, his 3
'83, D R 63, page 334, belongs
to Ida E. Robertson
Teague, Wm H, 80 acres Die 1,
'84, D B 70, page 873, belongs
to Clorinda A Teague
Wooldridge, Bragg, col, 1 lot
In Hopkinsville, Dis 4, '81,
'82, 83, '84, '85, '86, balance
Wooldridge, Joe, col, 1 lot in
Hopkineville Die 4, '85, 86, D
B 69, page 247
13 80
16 16
111 94
14 70
90$
13 13
8 13
10 66
17 42
18 56
ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNICL
John Feland. Jr., of This City, Will
Pill That Position.
A recent issue of the Owens.
Inquires. says:
The Louisville papers have been
gossiping about Mr. Jolly's assistant
attorney for this district and have
already disposed of the place to their
entire satisfaction, having ass
it to Mr. D esuRelle, who formerly held 
the position of district attorney. But
if a rumor that has reached the In-
quirer has the foundation attributed
to it, the place will be given to Mr.
John Feland, jr., of Hopkinsville, son
of Collector Feland, and a lawyer of
ability. This report however, does
not come from Mr. Jelly, who of
course will have nothing to say on
the subject for the present. The of-
fice is a responsible one.
The Inquirer may rely upon that
rumor, for it has its foundation upon
fact. Mr. Jolly has promised the
place to Mr. Feland and all in good
time he will assume his duties. This
is straight and comes direct from Mr.
Feland himself.
A SENSATIONAL CASE.
A Mrs. Knight Brings Salt Against
Seth Mires, Jr.. For 13.000
14 61 Damages.
Charged With Attempting to Outrage
Her Person While She la in a
Delicate Condition.
quite a sensation is reported from
the Pon neighborhood, about 7 miles
northeast of town, over events that
have just been brought to light-
events of a most brutal and criminal
nature according to repore.
There is a farmer residing in that
section named T. Knight, whose
wife has just given birth to a child
under most painful circumstance*.
Knight was engaged in,nroving from
a place owned by Seth, Myer, Jr., a
prominent farmer, to &house at some
distance. While moving Mrs.
Knight happened to fall behind her
husband and his wagon, when Seth
Myer, Jr., suddenly attacked her and
seizing her attempted to outrage her
person. He had almost accomplish-
ed his hellish purpose when her
screams attracted her husband to the
scene of her suffering.
Knight is said to be a slow, timid
man, as is proven by the fact that he
permitted his wife's would-be rav-
isher to escape, and has permitted
her to bring suit in the circuit court
for $3,000 damages.
The Ohl Man EittonenL
Dr. Sears, of Clarksville, preached
to two large congregations at the
Baptist church Sunday. This venera-
ble divine has many warm friends in
this city and county who remember
his long life of usefulness with even
ardent affection. At eighty-five he
is still a man of sterling ability and
almost youthful vigor. His sermon,
were clear, forceful, pleasant, with a
spirit of enthusiasm thrown into
them worthy of younger years. Great
indeed is it when a man is thus al-
lowed to speak out the wise experi-
ences of a long life with such win-
ning vigor and eloquence. Socially
Dr. Sears' visit has been a great
blessing to his friends here, and he
received many calls from those who
knew of his life work and were anx-
ious to show their affectionate regard
for the "old man eloquent."
An Elegant Remembrance.
The Owensboro Messenger says:
Mr. Hunter Wood arrived in' the
city Saturday OD to 'Mr. U.
W. Gates, and last night a number
of his former subordinates, eigcom-
panted by a few friends, called on
Mr. Wood and presented him with a
fine gold watch and chain and a
handsome diamond stud as a token
of their friendship and regard. The
case of the watch was set in dia-
monds and on the inside was a suita-
ble inscription. The cost of the
watch and pin was $22.5 Speechee
appropriate to the occasion were
made and the evening passed off in
the happiest' convivial mirth.
BOILER ON A BUST.
Om Man Killed and Three 11 ounded
at Dawson This laming.
DAWSOff, Kv., Aug. 12.-The boiler
in the factory of Leaman, Cox I
Brown, exploded this morning with
terrible results. James Jackson was
killed, aid three 'other men badly
wounded. The building was badly
wrecked.
Marriage Licenses.
Marriage licensee were issued to
the following parties during the past
week;
Wit IT E.
Jos. M. Morgan to Claricie Fuller,
Benj. F. Adams to Loveina Moore.
coLoaeb.
Clem Wright to Mary Foard.
(leo. Rollins to Julia Summers.
Oeburu Philip' to Nancy Wallace.
A Sweet Representative.
Louisville Times:
It is said that one of the mountain
districts elected to the Legislature a
man who can barely read, was Des er
on a railroad train or beyond the lim-
its of the county of his birth. It
would go without the saying that he
is a Republican.
Backieu's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, ('happed
Hands, Chilblain*, Corns and all
Skin Eruptions, and positively cures
Piles, or no pay required. It is guar-
ranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
or money refunded. Price 25 cents
per box. For sale by Harry B. Gar-
ner.
Sarah Bernhardt will be in the
states in November.
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-PUBLISHED lit-
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Om-twit:earn-I: comment has been
made by the press of the state over
the election of a colored coroner in
this county. The NEW ERA must
congratulate the voters on their
action anti especially those who staid
at home and -forgot" to vote. This
is one of the richest and considered
one of the most cultured counties in
the state, and it should make the
10-leart of every man who participated
it hat election throb with pride for
the result. Dr. Dulin, the man who
refused to enter the contest, but who
was supported anyway, is a man of
ability, of culture, of refinement-a
Kentucky gentleman-but he is a
Democrat, and cousequently fell
short of a majority. We are sorry
for him, but his acquirements are
below the high stendard wanted by
the people. judging front the result.
In its continents on. the recent vic-
tory of the Democratio party, the
MadisonvAle Item says:. "To no one
is greater credit due than to that
tried and true Democratic statesman,
Hon. James A. McKenzie. He made
a most vigorous fight for \Vest Ken-
tucky Democra•ps. He went into
every precinct u here the result was
doubtful and dealt strong blows to
the opposition. New life was infus-
ed into the party everywhere and a
glorious victory is the result. Give
"Quinine Jim" the proper credit."
Act-op-oleo to the statistics gath-
ered by the commissioner of agri-
culture, Christian county last year
produced 17,211,150 pounds of tobacco,
565,739 bushels of wheat, s32,540 bush-
els of corn, and 96 236 bushels of oats.
We rank first among the tobacco
growing counties, first in wheat,
ninth in corn and fifth in oats. This
is a ehowing we should be proud of
indeed.
- --
Ova navel officers sometimes front
carelessness or from lack of knowl-
edge of seamanship, allow ships to
touch bottom, but they never collide
in open sea as did the two British
men-of-war, Black Prince and In-
vincible one day last week. We
don't advocate either grounding or
colliding, but we prefer the one in
which only one ship is damaged.
TIIE statement of the public debt
made on August 1, P489, under Cleve-
land's administration, showed a de-
crease of $4,137,1.99; on August 1,1889,
under Harrison's administration, it
showed an increase of $1,317,312. Be-
fore Tanner's term expires there's no
telling what the result will be, as
this increase is due entirely to pen-
sion steals.
PooR old Dudley! The Democrats
of Indiana are still after him. They
have the warraut for his arrest which
was issued last fall, and detectives
are closely watching his movements,
In the hopes that he will pass through
Indiana en route to the G. A R. en-
campment at Milwaukee. In owe
he does, he will be arrested.
The shooting of Judge Terry Hill,
of California, by U. S. Marshal Nagle,
after the former had slapped the face
of Justice Field of the United States
Supreme court, 'Jae created much ex-
citement throughout the country and
has reyived the talk concerning the
celebrated Sharon divorce case in
which he so prominently figured.
Tire tight between those two
boodlers Wannamaker and Gould,
over government telegraph rates, is
growing interesting Each has in-
timated that the other does not stick
closely to the truth, and in a few days,
there will be mud on the moon.
Wire-rims the elixir of life is suc-
cessful in rejuvenating or prolonging
life, it ought at least be given the
credit of rejuvenating the newspa
pers. There's a heap more life in
reading an elixir experiment than
one of hr. Ben Harrison's assaults on
a Jersey mosquito.
REPUBLICAN bulldozers have
hard row to hoe in this state. Dan
Brooks, colored, of Paris, was tined
4100 lipid sentenced to Jail for one year
for whipping Allen Gaines, another
colored man, for voting the Demo-
cratec ticket last week.
MR. COLSON thinks the "blocks of
five" scheme is the only nay to suc-
cessfully control an election in Ken-
tucky. His remarks on the "nigger,"
printed elsewhere, are respectfully
referred to our colored friends in this
city who voted for him.
THERE is LEI impression at Frank-
fort that the proposition for a con-
stitutional convention has failed, but
It will be impassible to ascertain
with any degree of certainty for
several days yet, as all the returns
are not in.
Iv all the Republicans in the state
had voted and all the Democrats re-
fraioed Cobson wouisl hay.- leen
elected, wouldn't he' What "politi-
cal calamities" are sometimes averted
by "coincidences."
THE Clarksville Progress tells of a
direct descendant of Mohammed,
Who believee in the doctrines of the
"Coran." 'oran ! What's a "Cor-
an ?" Will the Progress please en-
lighten the world on that subject?.
MR. COLSON is said to be not all
cast down. Doubtless he is just
thanking his stars that Sharp's ma-
jority wasn't 50 000.
Tut.: narrow majority by which sev-
eral Democrat's in adjoining counties
we're elected ought to teach the Dent-
oeraey a- lesson.
Another big flow of gas -has been
struck at Cloverport. With good
management the future of that town
is assured.
THE next time the Republicans
want to make a still hunt we advise
teem to g2, to Texas.
Al outer %tit is the date set for the
execution of Mrs. May-brick in
Engtend.
It S. intimated that Clarksville is
after is world's fair in 'W.!.
J. V Taiffiond, pastor Presbyter-
ian e' arch at Brownsville, Tenn.,
rays: •• Uo-en's Pink .Mixture' will
r--ge• • • t te bowels better than any-
•• ever used. For teething
tItliit e i it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For tittle by all druggists.
The Imp ot relents and Addition". That
• Beteg Ilesr'i Made.
A Deaeriptiou 1r eenie sr Our Heat
Vs-sorbs-The Policy That Is to be
Puratied by Congress.
The United States, which by its
wonderful inventive genius uot only
changsd the whole Entree of naval
warfare, but led to the construction
of the new men-of-war, which are
nothing less than huge machines for
the destruction of life, seemed per-
fectly coetent a ith the beginning she
had made and for teenty years stood
peacefully aside and saw nation after
nation borrow our ideas and push to
csampletion single vessels that could
en Vt pfriml existence our entire navy,
has at last aeakeutel to the fact that
something must be done. Thousands
of lives scattered along hundreds of
miles of unprotected sea coast to-
gether with almost yearly insult to
our flag seemed insufficient to justi-
fy the conetruction of a navy.
Congreee as old every foreign power
seemed to think that we could af-
ford to sacrifice our national dignity
for the sake of commerce, and that
in a cede of emergency a country that
can beset of so mauy "peace vie-
toriee" would be safe in the hands of
our etatertnen; and SO it remained
until the American navy had became
almost a by-word anioug nations and
the grim old ports with their poorly
mounted smooth bores had assumed
more the form of fallen ruins or
mementoes of the past than means of
protection.
But the era of regarding the Amer-
ican navy ass were joke is fast pass-
iug away and soon we will be able to
compare favorably with the strongest
maritime powers of the world.
The drat important movemeto, for
the formation of the new navy was
in 1881 when an Advisory Board
which was formed to investigate the
condition of affairs reported to con-
gress in terms that could not but
show our situation demanded the
immediate construct ion of War ships
of various types of displacement,
armament etc., and of the latest
models and of the best material
possible.
A second board appointed to sub-
mit plans brought forward In 158:.! the
plans of the now completed cruisers,
Boston, Chicago and Atlanta and the
despatch boat, -Dolphin. The At-
lanta and Boston are sister ships and
similar in every respeet. They are
both of 3,Is9 tons displacement with
a heavy armament, consisting of two
s-inch breech-loading rifles, tiring 250
lb projectiles, mounted forward and
aft and tiring in opposite directions,
with six 6-inch guns between; be-
sides a secondary battery of two
six-pounder and two three-pounder,
five rapid firing guns and several
other revolving canons and rapid
tiring guns of smaller calibre. The
protective plating over engines and
boiler is I'2 inches hr thickness.
They are :Set feet long, 42 feet beam,
17 foot draught, spread of over
10,000 yards of canvas, and have de-
veloped a speed of 16 knots under
favorable circumstances.
The Chicago is by far the largest of
the four, being of 4,500 tons displace-
ment, 334 feet long and carrying
nearly 5,000 yards of canvas, speed
developed on trial trip was between
15 and 16 knots, her armament is
much stronger than that of the At-
lanta, and she carries a crew of about
300 men.
The monster cruisers, Charleston
and Baltimore, which were appro-
priated for in les7, and the gun boats,
Yorktown, Petrel, and the dynamite
crueler Vesuvius, appropriated for
at same time are completed. We
also have five new monitors, all of
which are heavily armed and effec-
tually manned.
When the vessels already appro-
priated for are completed our navy
will consist of 2 armored cruisere, 1
armored battle ship, 13 protected
cruisers, 5 monitors, 1 coast defense
vessel, I dispatch boat, 4 gun boats,
1 dynamite cruiser, 1 torpedo boat,
and 1 practice cruiser, which will
enable us to take second or thiru
place in the naval list of the world.
Great Britain now stands first,
Germany second, France third,
Spain fourth, and Japan fifth.
But we are not to stop at this, as
the following policy of the govern-
ment at the last congress will plainly
stow:
"With regard to a new navy, con-
gress seems to have settled upon a
policy of appropriating toward its
construction about $6,0(Xe000 per an-
num. Your committee believes this
will build up the navy as feet as pru-
dence dictates. Our navy depart-
ment and our shipbuilders are util-
izing as far as may be, the knowl-
edge acquired front the costly expe-
rience of other nations, but they
must acquire experience of their
own. Too great haste on the part of
the government would inevitably re-
!suit in confusion and waste, and
most probably in combination in-
stead of competition among ship-
builders. Besides, it would be an
easy matter in this country to build
ships more rapidly than we could
supply them with armament of do-
(nestle manufacture."
Don't fill the system with quinine,
to prevent or cure Fever and Ague.
Ayer's Ague Cure is the specifie for
this disease, and leaves no poisons to
produce dizziness, deafness, head-
ache, or other disorders.
A BAD FALL.
Binfroe Dreps through a Trap
Deer awl Breaks His Cellar Bore.
Judge Winfree upon getting in
from the eisuntry Monday found the
lee- absent and Was forced to put up
his house. After placing the horse in
the stable he went into the loft to
tI rew down seine bay, but not being
well acquainted with the arrange-
ment of the floor and it being too
dark to see he stepped on a trap door
that is used for throwing hay
through. The hinges of the door
were apparently broken as he no
sooner rested his weight than it gave
way sending hint on the bard ground
twenty feet below. His shoulder
struck first, breaking his collar bone
and almost knocking hint senseless.
His groans were heard by his wife
and several friends and no time was
lost in removing him to his resist •nce
where Dr. Hickman dressed his
wounds. He haa about recovered.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars re-
ward for any ease of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by taking Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY et CO., Props., To-
ledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 yearesand
believe him- perfectly honorable Ju
all business transactions, and finan-
cially able to carry out any obliga-
tions made by their firm.
THE TEACHERS. THir. SICK LIST IN A VERY BAD FIX.
.Mr. J. U. Hord, who has been suf-
fering front a severe attack of rheu- tt iii sot
l• (weeding. of the Inteituts Mutilates nnitisni to; the past few days, is on
7t ft Ruing Held in I hit Coe, on the street again. I. cap
, e. 4 I. tstt liar
ii, guilt)
t.h
Will llsipnuti, l's' it a ill be re-
membered eiteuped front the Prince-
ton jail about one month ago, and
who had beset 'widener(' te the peni-
tentiary for ten years for killing a
(eilored Man in Caldwell county, was
emitted last wick and jailed at
Metropolis, Ill. While there he at-
tempted suicide, but (lid not succeed.
Hopson, it SCPIIIP, IS guilty of other
cri Rite than murder, as the following
from the Paducah Standard will
stow:
"For several days a mysterious wo-
man, with a eening babe, has been
weeti Mena Metropolis. She held no
esstiverse with anyone, and her reti-
cence excited some comment *mime
these who 'taw her. Yesterday morn-
ing elle called at the jail and asked
to see llopsou. After a ellen conver-
satiou she went to county clerk At-
e el offh.e and procured a marriage
license. The uounty clerk being also
a iniubster he went with the woman
to the jail, anti she and Hopson were
married. A little strangely, the
name of the woman was not leant ed.
"She told Mr. Atwell that Hopson
had ruined her awl was the father of
her babe. She appealed to hint to
marry her, and Blum give legitimacy
to her eltild and rempectibality to her-
self. She remained at the jAil with
Hopson, and will nurse hint during
his sickness.
'Another strange feature about the
caseis that Hoemon hart a wife al-
reedy at Princeton unless she has se-
cured a divorce front him since his
inearcerat ion, whichis not likely.
"Mr. llopeon rinds himself there-
fore in eite of the following (largo-
rit•s: lie is likely to die from his
tvoneds. Ile is under a ten year*
setae:ire for murder. If he gets a
new trial he it left with two wives on
hand. Altogether Mr. Hopson is In
Limo' • Idle of • a very bad fix, and
cannot be N•ery much blamed for at-
tempting to "his quietus make with
a bare bodkin."
Interraiing tool riolitable
Slaster Themes is quite sit' k.
seseissit- Mrs. A. S. Caldwell'a little sou,
Discurroit the %*/iti,.u.. ti .0 II, at
Or Teaching (*re nima r.
Head ing, Eic.
The teachers iustittat• met Mon-
day with an unusually large alteti-
daltee, there being seventy-eight of
the eighty-eight districts represented.
After an appropriate opening ad
dress by the county superintendent
the following offleens were elected:
S. L. Frogge, chairman; H. L. Holt,
secretary with Miss Eddie Elliott
as assistant. Prayer was theit:effered
by F. J. Murphy, of Pembroke, at
the termination of which Lee John-
son, N% 110 had bet II retooled Dr make
lite a elcome address came forward
alai in a few earnest and impressive
remarks welcomed the teachers to
the homes of the citizens of Hoirk ins-
elite. Is this the eltairman re-poti-
Mel with a very clever little talk.
The regular programme was next in
order, and reading being the first
subject for discussion was intro-
duced by Miss Rosa Branthain and
concluded by Prof. Dietrich, both of
whom offered sonic very good sug-
gestions as to the ntanner it should
be taught, and urged upo tilts teach-
ers the int portanee of this study as an
essential to thorough school (dui-A-
tkin. The house adjourned at four
o'clock to meet the following  ru-
ing at 9 o'clock.
T1' ESDA Y AUILIUST 13.
At 9 o'clock ever,, member wits in
a seat, and after a short prayer Prof.
Dietrich again took up reading, or
rather the best mode of teaching pri-
mary reading, and proved 1.y citing
examples that it child improperly
taught the first t wu ea re eau et•ver
be a good reader.
Writing and repelling were now Is
ken up and lengthily handled by
Prof. Dietrich. In spelling he sug-
gested two general methods, oral
and written. He claimed that the
pupil should be made first to pro-
nounce the letters, syllables and
words correctly before and after
spelling; second to name everything
necessary for the correct writing of
the word; third to copy the words of
succeeding lesson. This discussion
extended to 12 o'clock at which time
the institute adjourned for dinner.
The members were promptly on hand
at two o'clock, and after a very pret-
ts selection by Miss 'Matti. Young,
the subject of grammar was taken
up and ably discussed, Profs. Diet-
rich and Winn taking issue as to
methods of teaching, the latter be-
lieving no prescribed method of in-
struction should be followed. The
election of officers to take charge and
hold monthly meetings in the vari-
ous school districts was then held,
the result of which will be published
to-morrow. The meeting then ad-
journed.
The following is the result of the
election of ()Sneers to take charge and
hold monthly meetings in the various
school districts that was in Tuesday's
proceedings but crowded, out of yes-
terday's edition; H. B.Newton, vice-
president and C. B. Pitman, beet., of
Crofton, including Scate's, Stewarts,
Fruit Hill and Wilson; E. H. Coy-
ner, vice-president and W. H.
Morgan, sect., of Bainbridge, includ-
ing Hamby and Bell; Mrs. C. B. Har-
ris, vice-president and E. G. Murphy,
See't, of Pembroke, including Casky
and Longview; S. L. Frogge, V.
Prest, and Miss Louise Dickenson of
Lafayette including Garrettaburg; C.
H. Dietrich, V. Prest and H.-S. Holt,
Sec., of Hopkinsville including Un-
ion School house and Mt. Vernon.
WEDNESDAY.
The house was called to order at
the usual hour and advanced gram-
mar was taken up and discussed un-
til ten, by Prof. Dietrich. Judge Mc-
Carroll then read a very interesting
paper on Civil Government, which
was followed by a short talk on the
same subject by Mrs. Harrison.
There being a few minutes before
noon they were devoted to a general
discussion. The afternoon was given
to the best methods of teaching geog-
raphy by l'rofs. Frogge and Dietrich.
THURSDAY.
The session opened with a short
prayer by Rev. Joe Hopson. Prof.
Dietrich again took up time subject
of geography, this time physical,and
made a very instructive talk. Profs.
Scobey and Lindsay offered 'some
very good suggestions. Lee Johnioni
was next iutroduced anti read a very
interesting paper on the pstudy United
States History.
The cleansing, antiseptic and heal-
ing qualities of lir. Sage's Catarrh
ilemedy are unequalled.
Alt
BUYING UP THE PIKES.
Henderson County Preparing to Ite
What Christian Should lie In
a Hurry About.
The ifenderson Journal says:
"The termite' of Hendereon %I ill
shortly have brought to its considera-
tion the queetion of buying the three
gravel pikes leading out from the
city. Several 'petitions are being
circulated in the city, which have
already beeu largely signed, looking
to this end. Among the names
represented on these papers are
nearly all of the prominent business
men of Henderson. No use will be
made of these petitions until a
thousand signatures of those in favor
of the proposition have been obtained.
It is generally agreed by every one
that the business interests of the city
of Henderson will be better promoted
by doing away with the toll isyetent,
hut some are in doubt as to whether
under county management the roads
will be kept in ON guard order as they
now are. Toll gates have a tendeney
to build up surrounding towns in the
county at the expense of the city of
Henderson, front the fact that, prices
being approximately the game, the
farming community can buy nearer
home and save the toll."
An Epidemic of Bloody Ellis.
Last summer the flux raged here to
a fearful extent. About five miles
north Of here at the Whiteside grave
yard there was five victiribi of this
dreadful disease buried in one day.
The doctors could do nothing with
the disease. When my family were
taken, I went to Walter Brothers, of
Waltentburg, and told them the situ-
ation. They said, give ( 'hamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhies Remedy,
that they haul vent out several hun-
dred bottles into the infected district
and "every day we hear how this
medicine is curing them. So far we
have not heard of it's falling :u a sin-
gle instance." I went to giving it
and could soon see the .good effects
and a cure was the result. Anyone
in doubt about these facts may write
to me-L. C. Eiders Rock, Pope Co.,
Illinois. For sale by all druggists.
Wi:sT & Tet"Ax, Wholesale Druggist, The Nsw ERA will give away, one
Toledo, O. ;00.00 two-horse wagon, one fine
WALDINO, KINNAN & MARVIN, buggy, and many other valuable
wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. pretwnte this fall. Renew your sub-
E. H. VAN Hoeses, fleshier Toledo seription an I get a chum..
National Bank, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-! Gov. Beaver of Pennsylvania
nally, acting directly upon the blood ' smokes twenty cigars a day. He
anti mucus surfaces of the system. ought to quit mmoking long enough .o
Testimonials sent free. Price 75e. distribute the Johnstown Relief
per bottle, Sold by all Druggists. Fund.
Willie, is eouvaleseent.
Charlie, the oldest sou of Mr. C. P.
Nolen, is eonfined to his bed.
Mr. A. G. Bush is muelt better to-
day.
Mr. ttttt tam Corbin, of steer Long
view, is still very sick.
Mr. Lee Watson, of Cusky neigh-
borhood, is Improving.
FIERCE FIRES.
The St hole of Northe es:. re Os-ez• sr
Api.earaelly Being Consent, d.
The Atmemphere Thick With entrke
and Candereest Number "rummer;
• inatieyeti--Narrew
CRIC.030, Aug. 15.-- A Tribune spe-
cial from I'ortlantl, Ore., says the atmos-
phere for miles around is thick with
smoke and cinders, and burning brands
are frilling in showers. All the north-
western eseintry seems to be burning up
in forest fine.
In the harbor the smoke has had the
effect of fog. and the steamers have
been required to blow tin•ir whistles
every few minutes to avoid collisions.
It is estimated that the total damage
by lesest fires in the northwest this year
will amount to notrly $500.000.
The fires are berning all along the
radretel lines an 1 river, and at night
illuminate the hills awl moautains.
Reverel Sur n houses have been burned,
with th.• Ses nail pm Ince, and stores
• tree of wheat of this year's
ere ..• -.t! tit serstud seesIs of wood
hate I..• •ir e l'ianTlle 1.
Nisei lay the thenes swooped down
upon the eetIlement of Ctelar Mills, and
left the country barren me people, in
solute llt141 scarcely time to OS-
cape, and haul to hurry through the
wools, the fire being so thick along the
resrular road
Au extensive fire is raging in southern
Oregon. smith of Rosebud, anti a num-
ber of houses have been burned.
SULLIVAN INDICTED.
Also Itei'erso FitapatrIk-Kilralla Ar-
rooted In Baltimore.
PURYDL Miss., Aug. 13.-The grand
jury has found Indictments against John
L. Sullivan and Fitzpatrick, the referee
of the Sullivan-Kilrain fight It is un-
derstood that Kilrain and his seconds
will also be indicted. 'rho grand jury
Is still in session.
Kiiraln Arrested.
BAT:newer. Aug. 15.-Kilmin was ar-
rested here Wednesday morning. He
arrived on the Norfolk boat, Ho was
immediately brought to the Central po-
lioe etation. where he will' be held.
Marshal Frey is in possession of the
neoessaly requisition papers.
THE DOMIN:0N CABINET
Hold a Sitting to Consider the 111.ehring
sea Quert Ion.
'CHIOA00. Aug. 15. -A special to The
Herald from Ottawa, Out, says the
Diominiou cabinet had a sitting Tues-
day to consider the Itehriug sea ques-
tion, nearly all the papers in connection
with the seizure of the Black Diamond
having reached there. A claim for oom-
pensation through the medium of the
imperial anthorities will be submitted
as soon as farther details reach Ottawa.
Sir John Meedonald, the premier, is
at the se.teide. He sent to Ottawa Mon-
day for further information reepecting
the st•izure. The elaints for compensa-
tiOn for previous seitnres aggregates
$120, utile The le nu i Mon go yernment
will not rive le eten its original conten-
tion that the rititeti State,, has no juris-
diction over Callahan vessels in Behring
sea, outside of the three mile limit.
Morin. Ir.v.sirril L'eenses.
BOSTON. Aug. 15. -An Ottawa special
to Tile Hu-all says that up to datetwice
as many moans viventli licenses have
been taken out this year as last by
UniursiStatee fisherinen. Sir John Mae-
donall Saya that this is an admission on
the part of the United States fishermen
that they hate nu right to enter Cline-
dian enters fssr the purchase of bait and
supplies. transhipment, etc., withont
paying fer the privilege. A prominent
government official said Tumidity that
this moans titu•ntli wa.s a clever trick on
the part of Sir Charles Tupper to get the
United States fisherman to pay for that
to which they ha I hitherto thought they
u-ere justly eutitletl.
WORK:NG ON THE QUIET.
fh.cago Authorities Hit-oily Engaged In
the Cronin I".ssr,
('ate too. Aug. t 5.- Judging from the
activity of lawyers mei police officers.
Bed the eensultatious going on Tuesday
nielst at the Era Chicago avenue sta-
tism :eel ebrewhere, it was evident that
the proseentien in the Cronin eture was
on the tntil of 'tome new and important
facts. awl that 'wrests may be looked
for :My tines Much more work has
(lone by the police than the
pui Sic has been advised of, anti scarcely
u. tee- leu:sest that some one is not quiet-
ly taken in and interrogitted.
'Ti,,' rope Will Is, Depresenleall.
tr.rt1108E, Aug. I 5.-rope Leo has
decides1 to send a representative of the
holy see froni Rome to Washington
next November frr the purpose of at-
ten hug the dedication of the Catholic
university. The functions of this legate
will I e twinned, the object of the pope
in sending hit being to give further as-
stirance of his hearty accord with the
projects of the founder and promoters
of the univermity.
Cillfragp'11 Chitin laid:used.
PEORIA. I1l. Aug. 1 5.---At a meeting
of the state hoard of agriculture held
here, the board adopted a resolution in-
tkireing Chicago's claim for the world's
fair. The full board t. us present.
An Alabousa Mud
BIRMINOHAM, Ala., Aug. 15. -At Car-
bon Hill. Ala; Harvey Speck shot and
killed Berry dielair during a dispute
about the payment of a small account
Speck ce,e,:tirtml
Proie,ar Loombr
NEW HAVEN, Conn., Aug. 15.-- Pro-
fessor Elias Loomis. of Yale, is dying
'front menility at the New Haven hospe
tat Death is 11/4/IlliallIarily expected.
•••
Young Johnson, S. tk B. It. R.:
After trying many remetliem, I pro-
nounce `Oweit'm Pink Mixture' the
best for teething children." For sale
by all druggist.
Cut at a Circus.
Main ez (*We. circus showed at
Guthrie a few (lays ago, and two ne-
groes got into an altereation over a
negro woman, wide!' "rented quite a
lively sensation for a while. One of
the led igerents got carved up terribly
with a knife, and about a dozen oth-
ers took part in the fracas. pie ne
gm o that (lid the carving was arrested,
and on failure to give bond was ment
to Elkton to jail.
AKIN
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder it...ter varli w. A marvel to
purity, streneth pine WInfnlewinTniefirsm 50.-5
ef-ols•linlval than Ilif• 4•11-411Ininry fide, end
 t .4.1 Ine petition vi 1th the inUiti-
tilde linW 1490, eisort weight Hiner or phos-
phate Powders. Mold only in eons. ROYAL
HAKIM& PoW DIM CO, Wall I4L N. Y.
• ideses II t sr M ender,
roczl.1 it inpl. • I.
DENIES THE CHARGE.
.Sr. Seth Myer., Jr., says the Salt
Against Him Charging Assault
Is an Attentpt st
mIt II.
Mr. Seth Myers, Jr., against whom
suit for $3,000 damages has been
brought by Mile T. Knight on the
charge of criminal assault, denies the
charge in toto, and will flglit it in the
courts. He says it is nothing more
than an attempt at blackmail, and
that he has had nothing whatever to
do with the woman.
Mr. Myers to the son of highly res-
pectable people, and they feel very
much worried over the affair 'Bas-
inful' as they are proud of their fam-
ily record.
The courts will have te decide the
matter, and if the woman be right
Mr. Myers is deserving of a heavy
punishment, but if as he didn't*, ills
an attempt at blackmail, she and
those behind her who are the instiga-
tors, should be made to suffer. The
NEW EitA has given both tildes, and
will give the evidence produced in
court.
A coullition of weakness of body
and mind which results front many
disorders of the system tindm its best
and surest relief in Brown's Iron Bit-
ters. As it enriches and strengthens
the blood tin the stomach, liver and
kidneys receive power to perform
their duties, and the depressing in-
fluences front a diseased and dis-
turbed condition of these organs are
removed. ,
us-ses--•
Frank Hatton is going in tooth and
nail in hie fight on the civil service
law. His largest and most startling
charge Is that eopies of the (petitions
to be asked at examinations in Wash-
ington have been furnished before
Wei to such applicants as were will-
ing to pay the price asked for them.
This is the what serious elierge yet
made and if Hatton can prove it, it
wilt go far toward.; getting the law
repealed.
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The Chief Reasion for the marvellous sue-
tens f ilool'• rt.or.itorIlla la found in the fact
that till. turd. Onally aceomplishes sii
that is claimed for It. Its real merit has woe
(dr 11....d•• Sarsaparilla
Merit Wins:. troptilarity arid sale
greater than that of •,,y other blond purifier.
IS cures Serfeula. all Ilifulffri. Ifyspf-psia. •Us
Prepared may !WC. I. lipid .11i Co., Lowell, Mate
Circulars or (*LAIL'S^ ROSIN SAS
ETIN, l'A.
...-dietiffers mailed free,
• 12i; :.t
. • (7.4...7 iteauti.ics I. haii
l•roasut. 13suri fui
liev-r I 't To ifrrtor. Croy
IIiptpiiV efSe.1
pre•• . n•••I h• I .,:tam.11 
- • ! ' I • /.• •
HIfiDERC0c4N8.
The only riot- Cure ft or Corti*. Stops •11
pain. Ensure...4'11'1On to the feet ifie at
Druggist. Hiscoa & Co.. N. Y.
ARVor CONSUMPTIVE
Have you Cough. Borne tilt., A.111111/1. 111,11.
C1410111 Cae PARKER'S Ill :%; i TONIC.
has cured the Witral MOWN HMI IN the beat
tin edy for ell lID. miming from detective 'att-
rition Take in.time tOe. and SI 00.
_
•••-• • 
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How Lost! How -
ENCE
;LIFE
4.,
KNOW THYSELF.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE
A Seienlifle and Standard Peru's, Medical', -err
eh the F:rrors st youth, l'retuso,re in bee, N. .
and Physical Debil.ty, lu,uiuuzulI. of the 11.0,1.
• •••• 4
P:e•.•
1 1424
Resulting from Folly, Inoranee, Kt, rw.0 nt
Overillainfm, Ene,ss U, I it I nal:tbs.' the tied.
for Work, ii,rsinesa, tie t:arrie,i or Sit Isi
Avoid undtlifol pretemders. Possess Ws! t
Work. It contains :00 trar.• s, re' al bro.
ii ing. emissised, full gilt. i ru s ou'y *..*r I•y
mail, postpaid, eoueeitled In plain wrapper. Ilk,.
Pruilyert fig Free. if teeapply DOW. c
distinviished at P1.•r, m 11
revei 01811.101.D AND JEWELLED i'ti;n,ti.
frame the lkintional Medical Aaeociation for
hie PRIZE ESSAY en 1413:1/004 andPit VSII DEBILITY.Dr.Parkerand•eml,.
of Aseirda: I PAyericinos m,uuy he consulted, confi-
dentially. Ti, il or in person, at the ollbe of
THE ('F tinny MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
Ne, 4 Dalany'l MI., Ilestwar. Mann., to whom all
.rders fit* tro••!,, or letters fur 01,i‘e should be
dingsted sa above.
Children Cr
FOR PITri4rTS
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
ROYAL,
Jj H 1( 111
SUMNER LAW LECTIIRIS nine
II lilt. Jul). lWV, and end 11th
i•!• I per. HP% prins IA of signal
On :•1, sits a-ho tksian to pursue their 'Wind-
t.-- at this or other Isirw fet•hool; Mod to Moor
who propose to rc. d privately; and 80, to
to-ro titiotiers who bat e not had the sulvati-
loa, of hy•Irla-litlir instruction. For circular
opply ,P. 41 tYrilsersity of V, ii, JoN S It.
811NOK, Pro(. l'our sod Stat. lsica .
ifiEiteg Newest and eiscismat
fruits Beet trees Rest terma. Neat
out lit.4'rer. Mo. Nuke:SKY CO.
Waimea& Mo.
I 41A Valli:11de Farm For
411 sere. in Christian coon y
Kr 14 • • er s In line timber, tit • . aliknee in a
I high state of coin ration, 8) acres 1c lover
HMI on • • Lest Imo roved places in tit*
state. It is sell it-secretes •rg••• ureharilinat
In bearing, two large tobace • borne, dere ling
'a lid out almost new; every thing is
1,1 pereet re,palr Said furin I e treated ono
mile I  Elmo, 00 tulles south of Pembrok ,
and 8 miles from Kennedy depot oft Clarks-
ville & Prim...ton railroad, tuu it good neigh-
born oil, ell lent to churches, erhorsis and
Said farm was owned by D. F carter,
decertsed-we wish to set it for a division.
 Apply to Claud ( Carter, Elmo, or R.. T
Chilton, Pembroke. Christian county, Ky.
Said farm la sures.ptible of being dhidati Iti
two farm, w-imo
OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital - 
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Aesets in the tidied states • 
i4t:4418:17784.$
The Royal Insurance Company has the largest tire
surplus of any company in the world.
Reliable agents at all desirable points throughout the
South.
PAH, & ASTHMAN. Maims.
General C e 504 Maia St eet, Louisville, /(y.
WALTER F. GARNET'', I sident Agent, Hopkinsville, Ky.
g 1.1.dcod&w,r.
Privileke of L.-ctures,
Nt,seent„A pparatue, in
anderbilt University.
Thre c 1.trge of ; 11.01 trom iS
Hight •‘t ads onts.zrs in Musk. Art. Catistsolles,
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WHAT IS A BARGAIN?
It is first of all something you want, need or can use. A useless thing
is deer at any pi ice. ro be P.
A BARGAIN
an article must be cheap, that is it must sell for a lower price than rules
for similar goods. To be
A BARGAIN
an article must ba of sound quality. It's no bargain to get an increased
quantity of poor goods a' a low figure Bad eggs are dear at a cent a
hundred. To be
A BARGAIN
an article must bo all right ia weight or quantity Many bargains are
made by stinting the quantity, taking out fifteen cents in quantity and
selling 10 cents cheaper.
Former price was $20.00, 22.50.
27.00. Suits at
same.
We also handle all kinds of
WOOD
and META LW
COFFINS
and CASKETS,
And can furnish them day or night
on the shortest notice. Mr A. W.,
Pyle, an experienced undertaker, will
attend to all funerals entrusted to us.
Thanking you again we are yours
most obediently,
& Bra:13r.
OUR BARGAINS
-Efficient arid Popular."
The Owensboro Inquirer of a re-
cent (lute says: "Mr. G. W. Crutcher
took hie place at the stamp deputy's
desk in the revenue office to-day and
Mr. Janier, 'Wood retired. Mr. Wood
wae enabler under ex-Ceiiector Hun-
ter Wood anti hart had charge of the
teanips sinee Collecter Friend took
charge of the office. In each posi-
tion he was a most efficient and popu-
lar (initial, and the friends he 1110
made (luring his stay in
owensbssro are numerous atilt de-
viate]. A (ter a short rest Mr. Wood
a ill return to Hopkinevillt• and en-
gage In business."
-••••111.- _
Many old soldiers a lio had con-
tracted chronic diarrittea, while in
the service, have since been perma-
nently cured of it by Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhosa Remedy.
For sale by all druggists.
ess---- -
Heinen' twr our big gift distribu-
tion. Pay $1.00 and get the best pa-
per published in the slate for the
money.
$1,000.10 given away In premiums
to its subscribers by the NEW ERA.
Remember our gift distribution.
Have you renewed your subscription?
SWIFT'S SPECIFIC is a simple vegetable corn.
pouod prepared from roots fresh from the forests.
The formul• was obtained from the Creek Incliar.s.
It has been used since 101, and has been the great-
est blessing to manldnd in curing diseases of thu
blood, la many Inatome after all othi r remol'e
had failed. If you hare or hare had any
trouble, do not till to send for Treatise on Lloyd
and SIM Diseassa, suillod tree.
k Tex evrirr EFIC1710 Co., Drawer 1, Atlanta. Ca
n NV
Sallipto Rom.
We have fitted up room No 105
Main street, under our large storage
rooms, and now have one of the finest
stockit of new style furuiture ever
handled in this city. We handle all
grades front the best to the eltespest
We are making a specialty of Fine
Bed-room and Parlor vets, Sofas,
Lounges, Upholstered chairs, Book-
cases, Hat Hacks, Sideboards, Fancy
Plush and Willow Rockers. We ale
have a full line of New Wardrobes,
Dining Chairs
' 
Bedst cads, Cradleit
Centre tables, Mattresses, Safes and
everything carried in a large whole-
sale and retail house. We cannot ex-
pect to walk right into business un-
less we offer some extra indueement.
So we will may to one anti all, come
examine our
nullsc Stock
'We will sell you the best quality of
goods for lees money than you can
get them in any retail store in Louis-
ville or aay other large city. We will
not allow
!ices
to interfere if we can please you in
our goods. Allow us to offer many
than k atom your mist patronage,which are not mad .3 that waN; try them by weight, by measure; test the gush-
We have enjoyed, We will e„ our tv and compare the price and they hold their own as actual Bargains.
best to merit a continuance of the! vv, • (iv1 ite you to meke the test.
Remember the Bargain House
BASSET T 8c, CO.,
-Wreckers of High Prices."
The Upheaval Has Come
And prices are upheaved almost out of existence leaving a deep rent in cur stochs. Whatever
is left will go now, for prices are 113 censideration. GrD the 7 must and go they will. The public
hhs been benefited this season, getting our entire stock of New Clothing. Furnishing Goode,
Shoes and Hats at such tremendously low price.. We have been benefited by our friends, the
public, by their liberal patronage duriaj tho entire season. Our aim has been accomplished
and to show our anprebiation we will tor tho next thirty days offer the balance of our stock of
clothing, furnishing goods, hats and shoes at Clearance and Upheaval prices.
The balance of our stock of
me Clothing,
Must and will be said within the
Our Shoe Stock
.st
Next Thirty Days but we can yet size any-
one in men's shoes at
,
and to accomplish this end We offer 
pricesthat cannot be on these goods we have yet enough in stock
To close our hats and furnishing goods we
almost
Gin Them hay
Although we have had an -
Immense Sale
Extra I 
) supply some retailers in their
Dlpgli:13771 13,nducements
Suits at First of Scasoll StoctLadies shoes at $1.00.
1.10, 1.25 and 1.65, Choice of any of our $2.50. 3.00, 3.50,-
25.00,
Former price $11.00. 17.50, 18.00 and
18.50. Suits at
1013. 41Z,
Former price $14.50, 15.00, 15.50, 16.01)
anti I“,5(1,
WARM WEATEIER 3LOTHING
AlPaccas, Drall *De'tes, Silk Pongees. Serges
and Linens all at clearance prices. '
fernier. price $1.25, 1.40, 4.00 and 4-50 stiff hat in the house for
1.75 and 2,00.
Misses' and Children's
SHOES l'relerw ear, Shirts, collars, ruffs, handker-chiefs. and flannel' Alit; all go at
$2.48.
- I
MEIBAR: Upheaval Prices
"The leliable" & Shoe Go.,
M. FIR,P1.1q=1.2B BOWS_
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TYPHOID FEVER. TALL KICKING. WAR BREWING. PREFERRED LOCALS. Assignee Notice.
-4
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Friday Aug. 16, 1889.
*%$f To Subscribdti.
.e.ecantly we have
cpd, from our
we subscription
list, a. number ot sub-
scribers u hot ti nine ac_
cording to our bJoxs, lAY"' five miles ea" of this city' adaughter, Anna.
nas expired. This is a
rule t.ric tly adhered Twenty-five Jersey and Grade Jer-
t,o, Please lools. on the
m...rgiu of your paper
...id see when yuur
baule is out and come
up and renew at $1 per
y w itu Llerie 111
drawing. Yersons see-
ing this norace who do
not now get the paper
iegularly, will pleabe
,coL up their receipts
ur on the margin ot
their last paper and
see w nen their sub-
scription expired.
ipettril gocuidngio.
Call and renew your subscription
and get a ticket in the distribution.
Mr. Ira F. Ellis is building a large
two story frame residence on Camp-
bell street.
_late atta
ND.. Thos. Suatheou has returned
from Sehree Spriugs.
Mrs. J. L. Brusher has returned
fr  a visit to Crofton.
Henry Abernathy aud Bryan Hop-
/ter Suntlay at Cerulean.
Miss Mollie Cason is visiting her
ettuein, Mies Clara Kelly, this week.
George Means, of Louisville, is vis-
iting relatives in the city and county.
Mr. N. B. Shyer returned from a
bvsines trip to the east Saturday
Miss Laura Remit, of Pittaburg,Pa..
it the guest of Miss Nellie Long this
week.
Mr Forest Hunt, of Ballard coun-
ty, is visiting his aunt, Mrs. R. P.
Stevens.
Mrs. John Friend, Jr., returned
Sunday front a short visit to relatives
In Louisville.
Mr. W. H. Moore, wife and family,
of Owensboro, are visitinethe family
of Mr. Jo. Wwolridge this week.
Mr. Newton Payne and wife are
spending a few days with their son,
Mr. John Payne, on South Main.
MIMI Lulu Hansford, who has been
visiting friends in Bowling Green for
the past month, has returned to this
city.
Mrs. Dr. C. S. King, of Whiteeboro
Texas, is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. M. Hefner. on Ninth
atreet.
Mrs. P. H. McNaney has returned
from a visit of a month to relatives
in Chicago, Milwaukee and other
northern cities. She spent a week at
the famous summer resorts of Wis-
consin.
The liver and kidneys must be kept
u good condition. Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla is a great remedy for regulating
these organs.
The Last Democrat Gore Out.
Owensboro Messenger: Mr. James
II. Wood yesterday retired from the
internal revenue office and will prob-
ably return to Hopkinsville. There
has never been a more hard-working,
conscientious official in the col-
leetor's office than Jim Wood and he
goes out with the friendship and
good will of everybody. Mr. G. W.
Crutcher takes his place Monday
morning as stamp clerk.
•
'knottier Haul.
Wednetelay aftert 000 Policeman
Twymau was making his regular
tour be by chance happened in
Claude Clark's business house and
hearing voices in the rear he passed
on In the back yard where he found
six colored men busily engaged in
the fascinating game of "craps." The
men. were surprised as well as
alarmed, but it was too late as they
Wel been e'en an I were soon hasten-
ed to police court where John Dullu,
Fayette McCrea, Tom Torten and
Wash Blakey were lined $10 each and
Jones Parish and (leo. Walker &c-
iliated.
What About It?
What has become of the new ex-
change? How can a town of e,000
inhabitants with an annual tobacco
trade of fifteen or twenty thousand
hogsheads be content with so miser-
able au exchange Its we have? The
building for its size, construction and
situation Is a slur on the city. We
don't need a railroad to justify the
construction of a new building, we
have the trade and we ought to hsve
a new exchange.
The Utile seed.
A little wed lay in he ranee' path;
A little shoot bowed In the strong wind's
wrath;
A title shrub grew, by its roote he'd fa t;
Then • stout tree braved all the winter's
blast.
A little cough atarted—'twas only light;
A ittle chill shivered the hours of night;
A little pain ea e and began to grow,
Then consamptiou laid all hie brave
strength ow.
Be wise in time. Check the little
cough, cure the little chill, dispel'
the little pain, ere the little ailment
becomes the strong, unconquerable
giant of disease. Dr. Pieree'sGolden
Medical Discovery, taken in time, is
a remedy for these ills.
Our agent will call on you shortly.
Have a dollar ready for hint, and
get a chance in the big gift distribu-
tion.-
A NEW LODGE.
Kalebts ef Pythlaa Install Officers at
at Trestea Last Night.
Hope Lodge, No. 53, Kuights of
Pythias was instal' ed Monday night at
Trenton with much pomp and cir-
cumstance and splendidly launched
upon its career of usefulness. Dele-
gations from Springfield, Adairville,
Itutteeliville and this city were pres-
ent and participated in the ceremo-
nies. The Springfield delegation
came on a special ear, headed by the
greaf and only Joel Fort. About fif-
teen men were initiated after which
the officers were elected and the
• lodge formally installed, the ceremo-
nies occupying the entire night. At
12 o'eicteit an elegant banquet was
served which WS4 highly enjoyed by
„as the visitors.
following are the members of Ev-
ergreen Lodge, of this city, who at-
tended: H.H. Abernathy, J. K. Gant.
A. I). Rodgers, C. E. Kennedy, Gid
Gooch, Manuel Hartfield, Robert
Wooldridge, W. M. Girard, Max
Mendel, G. M. Bell, 0. 0. Lander, 0.
S. Stevens.
The NIINV ERA is the largest and
handsomest $1.00 weekly printed In
the state. Come in and subecribe
and get a ticket iu the $1,000.00 worth
of premiums given away.
. Our list of premiums will be large
and valuable. Renew your subscrip-
tion and get a ticket.
Fox SALL.-An elegant Upright
Rosewood Piano-cheap. Apply at
this office.
Wanted immediately, 1,000 bbls. of
old eorn. Euelees: M ILIA Co.
d2t-w2t.
Willie Pool, of north t hristiau, is
ke Gradually Inereated Prevalencequite sick.
said Martially of the Disea.e At-Polk Cansler Is erecting a brick
building adjoining his stable. tracting Attention. 1 There is war in the Republican camp;
j no skirmish, firing from ambush,
but a straight, square out face to face
battle coming on. The q lestion
arises, and must be answered, is Mr.
Feland the Republican party? Is
the man who united with the Demo-
crats anti mugwump' in seeking the
to read and profit by. The subject of election of Horace Greely to the
it, typhoid fever, is one of the most presidency of the United States to
fatal diseases of our estuary ,and turn a cold shoulder to Republicans
every precaution should be taken to
guard against it. The graduallY in-
ert ased prevalence and mortality of
this disease is due to a carelessuem
on the part of both the health authori-
ties and the people, and precaution-
ary measures should be taken. I'he
1circular says:
"Typhoid fever is probably Ithe
most preventable of all diseases, not
even excepting small-pox. It is now
know:: that, like cholera and dysen-
tery, the germ or specific cause of
this dittease is contained in the dis-
charges front the bowels of those slick
of it, and that while other methods
of introducing the poison into the
system are possible, it most gener-
ally gains entrance through the ine-
dium of au infected water supply-
usually the use of well water- pollu-
ted by fecal matter. This 'nay. be
direct, from drinking such waters or
indirect, as by using milk or other
articles of food or drink from cans or
vessels washed in it. Ice, front an
infected source, is also dangerous,
since it has been proven that freez-
ing does not destroy the infective
principle.
"While water from all sourette of
supply is liable to contantinatibu,
well water is especially so, whether
located in city, town, summer water- I
lug place, or country. Usually the
wells are sunk near the kitchen, stud
iu dangerous proximity to the privy
and other sources of contaminatinu.
The well draws its supply from ;an
inverted cone, having its apex Mille
bottom of the well and its base at the
surface of the ground. In dry sea-
sons this base is often extended until
the well becomes a receptacle for the
more or less perfectly filtered filth
from all the sources found in the av-
erage back yard, aud the water, of en
sparkling in its apparent purity, be-
comes a culture fluid for any disease
germs fInding their way alto it.
"Two methods of prevention, hav-
ing the same general object In view,
are to be recommended. The first
involves the thorough disinfection of
all discharges from the bowels of
typhoid fever patients. This is best
done by the use of a solution of chlo-
ride of lime, eight ounces to the gal-
on of water, using a quart of thls
solution for each diacharge, and &l-
owing it to stand in the vessel at
mutt one hour before emptying. A
solution of corrosive sublimate, tem
drahnts to the gallon of water, will
answer the same purpose, but re-
quirew to remain longer in contact
with the material to be disinfected.
Bed and body linen soiled by such
patients should be disinfected by the
use of the same solutiou or by boiling.
"The second method relates to
avoiding the use of suspicious water,
and especially well water, and where
this can not be done, to boil such
water before it is used for drinking
purposes. In the abeence of a pure
and well guarded public water sup-
dy, properly stored cistern water is
Irobably opeu to lesst objeetion."
Birth-To the wife of Calvin (1.
sey milk cows and heifers for little.
d eod&w tf. W. F. PATTON.
)For stationary, perfumery, toilet
articles, etc., go to Rogers & Elgin's
new drug store. dawn
Presiding Elder, J. W. Hill, o the
Clarksville district; Methodist con-
ference, died Saturday afternoon.
Rogers & Elgin are receiving a full
assortment of school books and ochool
supplies. Give them a call. dawn
W•NTico-To purthase a car-load
of grade Jersey cows and heifers.
Apply to W. F. Patton, Or Cleo. Green
or Frank Dodson.
Large crowds continue to patronize
the Flying Jenny. It'd gentlemanly
proprietors are winning many friends
iu this city by their fair dealing and
pleasant manners.
Frasier Owen, who was night oper-
ator here until a few weeks ago,
when micknem prevented a further
emainusuce, Is dangerously 111 at his
home in Kelly's station.
The U, B. F. and S. M. '1'. will have
a grand excursion to Bow liug Green
on Friday, August 30th The round
trip from this place will be $1.50.
The attraction will be a grand com-
petitive drill, parade, etc.
Mrs. John Feland, Sr., will go to
Owensboro the latter part of this
month. Mrs. J. M. Hester has rented
Mr. Feland's home place.
Mr. J. M. Tear has purchased the
Dr. J. P. Peyton, or Lewis Willis,
farm, on the Bradshaw road. The
price is $45 per acre and the sale wae
made through Buckner et Hays.
At the last regular meeting of the
city- council held Tuesday night, at
the usual place, it was decided to
employ an expert to survey the city
and make estimates as to the proba-
ble cost of the:construction of a water
works system.
Elsewhere in this issue way be
found the advertieement of the ttoy-
al Insurance Company, of Liverpool.
It has the largest fire surplus of any
company in the world, and has relia-
ble agents all over the south. See
"ad" for particulars.
A tramp whose name and former
residence are unknown was run over
by a freight train at Guthrie last
week. Both feet were severed from
the legs below the ankle and the un-
fortunate man waa unconscious at a
late hour last night, and will proba-
bly die.
The Louisville Times says: The
administration has laid down the law
that public office is a family affair,
and the Feland family seems bent on
holding Lawyer Jolly to the rule, and
as Mr. Jolly is mortgaged to the lips,
there is every indication that Feland
the Younger is going to file a bill of
foreclosure.
The Clarksville Chronicle says:
During the storm Tuesday evening
a colored man by the name of Jo.
Johnson was killed by lightning in a
tobacco field-on the farm of Mr. Fred
McMide, near St. Bethlehem. There
were no trees near him and the bolt
descended striking and killing him
instantly.
The invitations end complimentary
tickets to the fall fair printed at this
office are pronounced by all who
have seen them as the must elegant
specimens of artistic work ever got-
ten out in this or any other city In
western Kentucky. Mr. Monroe can-
not be excelled In his line, and the
Saw ERA'S job department IS flour-
ishing under his management.
Mat McCabe, of New BruuswIck,
III., ofthra to pay five dollars to any
person troubled with bloody flux,
who will take Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy ac-
cording to directions and does not
get well In the shortest possible time.
One half of a 25 cent bottle of this
remedy cured him ef bloody flux,
after he had tried other medicines
and the prercriptions of physicians
without benefit. Mr. McCabe is per-
fectly safe in making this offer, as
more than a thousand bottles of this
remedy are sold each day and it has
never been known to fall lu any care
of colic, cholera morbus, dysentery,
diarrhoea or bloody flux, when the
plain printed directions were fol-
lowed. For sale by H. B. (ismer.
The Inquirer says that Mr. Robert
E. Hawes, who was defeated for cir-
cuit clerk of Hancock county by four
votes by his Republican opponent,
Mr.John Adair, was in that city yes-
terday aud is taking •teps to contest
Mr. Adair's election on the ground
that it was procured by illegel vot-
ing. Mr. Hawes and his friends
claim to have evidence of about fif-
teen illegal votes, and will have them
thrown out.
Cholera infautum has loot its terrors
since the introduction of Chamber-
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. When that remedy is used
and the treatment as directed with
each bottle is followed, a cure is cer-
tain. Mrs. Fanny Lauderdale, of
Pope Co., Ill., says it cured her baby
of cholera infantum and she thinks
saved its life. A. W. Walter, a prom-
inent merchant at Waltersburg, Ill.,
says it cured his baby boy of cholera
in fantunl after several other remedies'
had failed. The child was so low
that "lie iteemed almoet beyond the
aid of human hands or reach of any
medicine," but Chamberlain's (7olic,
Cholera and Diarrhtea Remedy cured
him. 25 and 50 cent bottles for sale
by all druggists.
•
The Arlington hotel at Blue Lick
Springs, owned by Capt. Dan Turney,
burned Mcndity. The fire caught
from the kitchen. Loss $T2,000; in-
surance $16,000. The 201.1 guests es-
towed without injury, but lost their
clothing. Most of the furniture was
saved. Senator Blackburn and ex-
Chief Justice Hargis and family were
mong the guests.
There was a terrible epidemic of
dysentery and bloody flux in Pope
County, Illinois, last summer. As
many an five deaths occurred in one
day. Messrs. Walter Brothers, of
Waltersburg, sold over 380 bottlel of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy during this epi-
demic and say they never heard of
it's failing in any case when the di-
rections were followed. It was the
only medicine (teed that did cure the
worst canes. Many persons were
cured by it after the doctors had
given them up. 25 and 50 cent bot-
tler for sale by H. B. Garner.
Precautionary Measures which Should
be Observed by all-The Origin of
the Disease.
The State Board of Health has pent
out a circular which it would be well
An oft Told Tale of Daring.
Here is the result of the 230th
Grand Monthly Drawing of the
Louisiana State LotterfAkwhich took
place at New Orleans, ., Tues-
day, July 16th_, 18e9. Ticket No.
42,758 drew the First Capital Prize of
$300,000. It was sold in fractional
'arts of $1 00 each sent to M. A. Dau-
Alin, New Orleans, La. Two went
to Herman Fisher, St. Louis Mo.;
one to a correspondent through
Wells, Fargo St Co's Bank, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. ; one to Ike Lurie, Chicago,
HI. • one to a depomitor Union Nation-
al liank, New Orleans, La.; one to
Eugene Chretien, Jr., •12.5 Chartres
St , New Orleans, La.; one to Miss
Amanda Fisher, Champlaine St.,
Detroit, Mich.; one to -Abraham
Weinger, 401 S. Canal St., Chicago,
Ill.; one to Preston National Bank,
Detroit, hitch.; one to Manufacturers'
National Bank, Boston, Mass.; one
o F. Miles-James, Boston, Mass.; one
to First Nat. Bank, Cheyene, Wy.
fer.; one to Bank of Cozad, Neb., etc.
ete. Ticket No. 5f4,007 drew the Sec-
ond Capital Prise of $100,000 also sold
n fractional twentieths at CA) each :
one to Hugh T. Carlisle, 2412 Maga-
eine St., New Orleans, La.; one to
leo. N. Davenport, Springfield, Ill.;
one to Henry Luc., Mint Saloon, Salt
Lake City, Utah; one to F. C. Paff,
Bellows Falls, Vt.; one to C. H.
Briggs, Galion, Ohio; one to H. G.
Kerschner, Bethlehem, Pa.; one to a
correspondent through W'ells, Fargo
et Co.'s Bank, San Francisco, Cal.;
one to S. Weil, Meridian, M ism. • one
Reutachler &Greashaber, Reading,
Pa.; etc., etc. Ticket No. 15,166 drew
the Third Capital Prize of $50,000 also
sold in fractional parte: five to Max
Steelier, 461 Broadway, New York, N.
Y.; five to Clark & Auderson, 604 S.
13th St., Omaha, Neb. Any further
nformation can be had on applica-
tion to M. A. Daughin., New Orleans,
Louisiana.
WHEEL NOTES.
Owing to various hiudrancem it was
utterly impossible to put the wheel
communications in type this week.
The copy has been saved, and the
letters will appear in full next week,
with the welcome address delivered
by the county secretary. We regret
very much that we are compelled to
delay the publication of this inter-
esting matter.
..ess--
••Just Hear That Child Scream!"
said Mrs. Smith to her sister, Mrs.
Davis, as the sound of a child's
shrieks came across the garden from
a neighbor's house. "What kind of
a woman have you for a neighbor?
Does idle abuse her children"? "No,
indeed," replied Mrs. Davis. "She
is one of the most tender mothers in
existence. But you see, she believes
in the old-fashioned styles of doctor-
ing. When a child needs physic, she
fills a spoon with [tome nauseous
dose, lays the little victim flat on her
lap, holds his nose till he is forced to
open his mouth for breath, when
down goes the dreadful mess. Then
come the yells." "No wonder," said
Mrs. Smith, "Why doesn't she use
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pel-
lets? They are effective without
being harsh, and are as easy t't take
as sugar plums. I always give them
to my children." "And so tio I,"
said Mrs. Davis.
Kelly Notes.
Mr. F. W. Owen, Jr., who has
been very sick is convalescent.
Miss Claray Fuller and Mr. Joe
Marque, were married.Sunday. May
happiness attend them through life.
Mr. Jesse Pyle's little child died
Friday.
Laura Wolford, the colored giant-
ess, died in Lafayette, Ind., !set
week, after a short illness. Laura
was the mother ot seven children.
She weighed 90412 pounds and meas-
ured three yards about the waist.
Gen. Sherman has had a hard time
in the Catskills. All the bands there
insisted upon playing "Marching
Through Georgia."
Sam Blair and M. J. Cooper, of
Bennettetown, are in town on busi-
ness.
There its Blood on the bocal Political
Moon. and Mr. Feland Had Better
Get Out From Under it.
The Henderson Gleaner says:
who have held the faith handgd
down by Lincoln and Grant and die-
tribute patronage to those who have
been idlers and lukewarm pal-tisane?
Mr. Feland has overriden the rec-
ommendation of the Republican clubs
of this county in his appointment of
one storekeeper and certainlyihe has
given appointments to fledgelings
while the old battle-scarred veterans
are left to review their work and then
suck their thumbs. Go it, Feland,
go it. You are doing more to dis-
rupt anti rend asunder what remains
of a party once well organized and
fully equipped than all of the Repub-
licans who have held au office mince
the war
TOOK A TUMBLE.
A Heavy safe Falls Dew a Stairway
Ileseerw n, reel Injures St 
Men.
At tienderson, Saturday, while
raising a 2,500 pound safe to the sec-
ond floor of a building an accident
happened which eame hear causing
the death of several men. Some
dozen or more were 'nothing and
pulling the heavy thing up a narrow
stairway, and had gotten it to the
top, w lieu, according to the Gleaner's
aceount, the rope broke and the iron
heap with nothing to check it leaped
as if shot from a cannon and first
struek at the fourteenth step from
the bottom, driving the stairway
timbers down tv o inches or more and
mashing the step. It checked then
for a nunnent, but soon again leaped
forward, turning a somersault and
striking this time on the ground floor,
breaking through and laterally
smashing to piecee the solid iron
grating bordering the front of the
stairway.
Four men-Sam Norton, Sam Ter-
WI, Richmond Vaughn and Sam
Cuuningharn-were more or lees iu-
jured the fall, aud just how the
others escaped unhurt is one of the
mysteries. Sam Nortou and Sam
Terrell were caught under the safe at
the foot of the stairway. When the
safe was removed from off the two it
was found that Norton's right leg
was broken in two places between
the ankle and knee joint and Sam
Terrell was horribly eut and bruised.
Vaughn and Cunniugham escaped
serious injury, yet they too were
badly bruised up. Terrell was taken
to his home in the upper part of the
city under the care of Dr. Sam
Swope, who dressed and sewed up
the wounds; but the unfortunate
man is eeriously injured internally
and will in all probabliity die.
•••
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., mays: "I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my child of summer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
gists.
THE ELIXIR OF LIFE.
Difference of Opinion Relative to the
Merits et the We Vise-very
Some of Our M. lEss are Doubting
TI sesi—Experimenta at Padu-
cah with Astonishing Results.
Our physicians are much interested
in the experiments uow being made
with Dr. Brown-Sequani'm elixir of
life, some thinking that it will give
only temporary relief, while others
say there may be something In It, as
few things are impeissible in this day
and time. The experiments made
in other cities, reported in the pa-
pers, are a little puzzling to them,
inasmuch as the relief or rejuvens.
tion seems almost instantaneous, and
for this rearm* It la vial:tied as only
teuntorary. "It Is absurd," said oue,
"to claim that the treatment will
prolong life for any length of dine.
The relief may be• accounted for on
the ground of the stimulant. Other
medicines frequently accomplish the
same thing, but the effect soon dies.
Dr. Brown-Sequard is a brilliant but
very erratic man, and this is proof.
The excitement relative to this will
soon die, aud the bomb be exploded
by time."
No test has as yet been made by
any one here though in some of the
surrounding cities the physicians
have experimented. At Paducah a
test was made, and the Standard says
of it:
"A local test of this elixir was
made yesterday by Drs. Murrell and
Taylor, of the Cheitapeake railroad
hospital. They prepared the elixir
from the glands of a youug sheep
and injected a-drachm into the arms
of two subjects, who had expressed a
willinguese to try the discovery iu
the interests of science. They were
Mr. Gabel, the foreman of the ma-
chine shops, and Squire Jas. Coilins,
the well known notary. In the last
instance the effects were surprising.
Squire Collins, as all know, has been
a cripple for the past 13 years, being
compelled to walk with two crutches,
Ids feet and legs being without
strength to support him. This is a
result of paralysis, and the Squire
bee been:unable to stand unaided for
mauy years. When the Squire re-
turned from the hospital and got out
of the buggy at his home on Jeffer-
eon street, he was surprised to find
himself able to walk with the assis-
tance of a single crutch and even to
stand without the aid of any crutch
whatever. A little later the Squire
walked down to the corner with a
single crutch, and walked back with-
out any crutch at all, about a third of
a block.
"A Standard reporter called to see
Squire Collins artis residence lamt
night. He contirmed the story here
stated and said the effect had been
almost magical. He felt younger
and freer from pain than he had felt
in many years, and aside front a
soreness in the arm he felt no ill ef-
fect from the Injection. He did not
care to express a decided opinion
about the treatment, preferring to
await further developments and
further applications of the wonder-
ful elixir. Still he was flee to say
that even if there were no greater
improvement and if that improve-
ment were not permanent the dim-
oovery was still a great one."
Severe Cases of Blood Polsosi.
Thousands suffer from blood poloson, who
would be cured If they gave B B. B., (Botanic
Blood Balm) • trial. Send to the Blood Balm
Co., Atlanta, (Ja., for txxsk of wonderful cures
that oon•Incee the most skeptical. It is sent
free.
J. 0. Gibson, Meridian, Mine., writes: "For
a number of yearn 1 suffered untold agonies,
front blood poison. Several prominent phy-
sicians dld rue little if any good. I began to
use li. B. B. with eery little faith, but, to my
utter •urprtee it haa made ine a well and
n, Macon, Os., writes: "I
hearty pe
Z. T.
potion. I find tryed phy-contracted
Melting, and then went to Hot Sprinilgsy. NIutrhe:
turned t lllll a ruined man physica
Ow seemed to do me any good. My  ther
persuaded nos to try B. B. B. To my utOsr
auttonirionent every ulcer quickly healed."
Benj. Morris, Atlanta, Ga., write*: "I suf-
fered years frons syphilitic blood poleon
which refused to he cured by all treatment.
Physicians pronounced it a hopeless case. I
had no appetite, I had pains its hipos_endJoInts
and my kidneys were discussed. My throat
wax ulcerated and my breast a mass of run-
ning sore. In thin e lition commeneed
the use of ft B. B. It healed every ulcer and
more and cured me completely within two
months."
The Feland- Jolly - urelle Case Still
Agitating lite Political
Public
Mr. Feland Hefustes to Talk and Ap-
pears confident-Indications
Trouble on the Horizon.
The Oweusboro papers contain lit-
tle that is new with regard to the Jol-
ly- Feland-Durelle attorneyship mud-
dle. The Messenger in answer to the
amertion that Mr. Jolly inspired its
editorial, "whips the devil around
the stump" and says that the dap' of
inspiration are believed to be over
and that it was on the Jumble as to the
situation and wait duly cautioue, am a
well-regulated newspaper should al-
ways be, to state as facts nothing but
facts and to have its opinions sup-
ported by them. "The goesip refer-
red' to," continuo' the Nlessenger
"was various. There were those who
thought Mr. Jolly could not get out
of it if Mr. Friend insisted ou his
promiee without crawfishing out, anti
that would bring on a big row. There
were others who thought a pie for the
father and a plum for the son ought
to satisfy a family with a reasonable
appetite, anti that Mr. Jolly was right
about the decision which the Messen-
ger took upon itself to allege that he
had made.
"Some of the folks who shook their
heads wisely, ais N'110 ehould say.
"We know a thing or two," were of
the opinion that Young John Friend
and his friends would show a disposi-
tion to make trouble in the event that
the appointment went elsewhere."
The Inquirer's comments are in the
same strain, it says that "the impres-
elon has grown stronger here that
Mr. Jolly has definitely determined
to appoint Mr. Du Retie, hoping to
be able in some way to get out of his
embarassing promise to Mr. John
Felatel, Jr., Public sentiment
maiuly against Mr. Feland's appoint-
ment-that net nblican public sen-
timent.
"Do the Felande want everything?"
is a common query from the fellows
who want a little themselves. The
Felton' adherents are free in exeress-
ing their opinion of what they term
Mr. Jolly's duplicity by going back
on a promise which had secured the
elder Feland's back!ng in his own
tight for district attorney. To this
the Jolly party responds by wanting
to know if Joily's support of Feland
for collector, with all the power of
his record as the only original Har-
rison man in Kentucky, isn't a stand-
off for whatever Feland did forJolly.
Mr. John Feland, Jr., was seen
by a NEW Eit A reporter tills morn-
ing and questioned regarding the
matter. He sawed wood very dili-
gently while the reporter applied the
pump. "I have nothing to say:regard-
lug the matter," replied he. "I have
no reason to say anything as Mr.
Jolly has done nothing as yet. From
these articles meaning those In the
Owensboro papers) it appears that he
has an idea of appointing some one
else, but I have had no intimation of
it from himself."
He would say no more, but the re-
porter d ew his own conclusions,
and knowing that he held a letter in
which a direct offer had been made
of the place, PAW in the near future
prospects of eomething interesting in
the event of Mr. Durelle's appoint-
ment. Mr. Jolly is explected in
Owensboro to-night, and matters
will be brought to an early crisis, it
is thought.
STRANGE.: PARTS OF ANATOMY
Some New and Startling Discoveries
by the Presets.
Murderers have diecovered.some as-
tonishingly. vulnerable parts of the
anatomy of late. Front a paper re-
cently we learn that a Georgia colo-
nel was "shot in the ticket office!"
The other day a man was fatally
"shot through his door," not long
ago another received a fatal wound
"in his wiudow."-N. Y. Commer-
cial Advertiser.
He was shot in the suburbe.-Chi-
cago Daily News.
He kissed her passionately upon
her reappeat ra -J efferent' Sou-
venir.
She whipped hint upon his return.
-Ifttwkeye.
Mr. Jonee Walked Upon lier ill-
Vitilt1011.—Elecl He Light.
Slte seated herself upon his enter-
Ing.-A !bin )entocritt.
‘Ve thought she mitt down on her
being asked.-Sutit relay noel
She fainted upon Itht departure.-
Lyon Union.
TOBACCO MARKET.
The breaks this week, owing doubt-
less to low prices obtaining last week
were light, nor was the quality of
that which was offered particularly
good. Lugs of inferior quality re-
main practically unchanged while
good tobacco and lugs of the better
class wCre flrm and possibly a quar-
ter to a half cent higher. We quote
the different classes as follows:
Lugs eon' mon II 00 to /I 71.
" medium $2 00 to rt
" 'Coed $2 50 to M 50.
tif co 
 GO to $.11 50.
" medium $.5 to to $7 00.
good (t. to VI
" fine fl 00 to 112 00.
Sales of M'heeler Mills te Co., for
the week, of 44 hogmheads:
20 Hittite of good to medium leaf
from $9 .50 to 4 50.
24 Hilda. lugs from $45 50 to 1 40.
Sales by Hanbery & Shryer of 64
hints. as follows:
1.10 Mids. medium leaf, from $6 .50
to 4 est.
25 tattle. common leaf, from $4 25
to 3 90. '
15 hilds. good lugs, front $2 25 to
2 00.
4 hhds. common lugs from $1 65 to
I 15.
Sales by Gant & ;either Co., of 71
hhels. as followm:
18 tilids. good leaf, from 46 00 to
S 40.
44 iduls. common and mead. leaf,
from $4 00 to 5 90.
9 hhds. lugs and trash, from $1 25
to 3 90.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: " 'Owen'e Pink
Mixture saved my baby's life while
suffering from dash-hive and mummer
complaint." For sale by al! drug-
gist.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Do not fail to buy one of
our fine suits worth
$25, 22,K1 ad gip
at the very low price of
16.50
This includes all our Prince
Alberts, cutaways, and sack
coats. We have many very
tine suits 'lett. Call early
before they are all picked
over.
SI. FRANKEL'S SONS.
"The Reliable" Clothiers,
Hatters and Shoers.
A. few more of those
rutt STE ME
left at 75c, also a few more
lace plow shoes at
Frankel's Shoe Store.
UPHOLSTERING..
Repairing 81 Varnishing
all kinds of Furniture done with
neatness and dispatch at
Blomilsteirs le Co.
RATS.
II the new and latest designs in
Rattan Itoekers can be found at
Thompson & Ate...Reynolds.
Extra low pricee eau be found on
custom-matie buggies at
lier ENSTI EL'S CARRIAGE CO.
We have one of the largest and
most complete stock of chatnber
suits ever brought to this city
Thompson &Melteynolde.
We will from this date un-
til September 1st offer choice
of any stiff hat in our house
for $2.39, this includes all
o $4, and $3.50 stiff hats.
M. FRANKEL'S SONS.
For the best shoes at low-
est prices call at
F211161)6 Shoo Sion.
_—Fancey Silk plush and carpet
Rockers of every discription Can be
etund at Thompson et McIteynolde.
Loot at Those Prices!
For this week only!
Sugar cured hams - - 121,c per It.
12 pounds gran. sugar for $100
Country- bacon - - lte per 11.
Keg soda - - - 5c "
Family Flour, per bbl - - $4 at
Patent " 
- - 4 70
Roamted eoffe, per 11., - - 25
dycerine soap per box - - 2 25
" 7 bars for - 25"
I doz. boxes parlor matches - 15
; boxes wood toothpicks 
- ...),,
II 11n4 pure leaf lard - 1 00
150 test oil, per gal - - - 15
' . gal Mason's sealers, per doz 1 30
(its. 6 6 61 44 1 15
:- gal Globe's patent aealereofez 1 40
(118 61 11 41 1 20
1 ., gal stone jars - - 1 10
gest broomm - - -
Pure apple vinegar, per gal
liaker'•ehocolate per lb 40
Prices linking powdery per lb 45
tat meal per lb - - .5
Best green coffee Lk)
Best green tea - 
- 60
Beet black tea - - - 50
Everything goes at the lowest cash
price. Quality g otl or money re-
funded.
C. R. CLARK,
30
MAIN STREET.
Try a pair of our school
shoes for boys and girls, the
_test in the world, every pair
wart anted to give satisfaction
or money refunded.
'The Reliable" Clothing
Shoe Co., M. Frankel's Sons.
WE KNOW
Its Tou h
BUT
Our stock of clothing must be all
closed out by August 15th, in order
o make room for something elec.
We know its tough on the Clothing
Boys, who depend r the large profits
o make floury, we offer you
his consolation that just as teem as
he balanee of our mock is gone we
will withdraw from the clothing
ight and let you run on in peace. It
s true that we are carrying it on et a
earful rate and no doubt It Mingo
while It lambs, but Its • very long
tine that has no turn and If we Pon-
inite to sell one-half as nitwit clotti-
ng In the next two weeks as we have
lite last your rest will be sooner
han expeeted. We cannot name
olees as there are not over two or
hree suite of any kind left. But
here are still many kinds. We
simply say we will surprise you one
ime for luck.
SS Imported Worsted suits in blue,
dack anti brown, sack and frock.
62 Light color cassimere, chevoit,
Flannel and tricot suits.
39 boys suits only left.
sti iltiren'ie suits left.
This all we have to say here. Now
f you wish the reality come to our
store and get the solid, hard facte and
go away with the differenee in prices
n hard cash in your pockets. Re-
uember the phve,
N. B. Shyer's,
Corner 9th and Main.
"THE RELIABLE"
NOIR & Shoe Co.4
M. FRANKEL'S SONS.
are offering shoes at deep cut
prices. See them before you
make a purchase.
J. W. SLAUG IITER. J. W. littl.7
SLOGHTER & firCUILICH,
Viho!esaie
LIQUOR DEALERS,
No. 210 Main street, at Railroad,
0WENSBORO, KENTUCKY.
2, 4, 6, 10 and 15 year old Whiskiee,
\Vines, Cordials, &c.
Prices Furnished on Afplication.
Goods always mhipped by return
train on day ordered.
SLAUGHTER AG MCCULLOCH,
Owensboro, Kentucky.
ETCALFES FERTILIZERS
'0^  WHEAT 
ANALYSIS
1:711NDARO FEPTILIZER
sONE roossHATE IG TO 32
5.-0.P.ATT POTASH S TO
A .1.4014.• 3 to
PURE BONE MEAL
mesa 1111105115A1r 5 TO .1
AmmoNIA 
 
3 TO
BONE MEAL POTASH
GCNE PHOSPriSTE 25 TO 35
AMMONIA 2 TO 3
SuLPHATL PuTASH 5 TO 6
DISOLVED PHOSPHATE
AVAILAILE IONE 01103/14ATE II TU 22
AMMONIA 2 TO J
POTASH SULPHATE . ...  TS 3
THESE GOODS ARE MADE TO
SUIT SOILS AND CROPS
FOR AGENCY OR INFORMATION
APPLY TO
V.M.METCALFE
HOPKINSVILLE. KY
0. K. Stevens having inside an ansignment
to me, thia is to notify all parties having
claims against him to file same with me,
properly verified. And all persons indebted
to him will please call on me and settle at
once. JAM KM D. HAYS.
Aug. 1, le*. w2t dthr&tusft.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals.
We are authorized to announce
GEORGE H. MADDEN
as a candidate for Clerk of the Court of Ap-peals, subject to the action of the Democratic
nominating primary or convention.
Christian Circuit Court.
.1. H.( lark
and Exparte.
Annie E. Clark
This day etime the petitioners, J. H. Clark
and Annie E. t7lark, hie wife, and filed their
exparte petition in the oMee of the Clerk of
the Chrietian Circuit Court praying that (Ise
mutt would by decree empower the mild An-
nie E Clark to use, enjoy, sell and convey
for her own benefit any property she nasty
own or hereafter sicouire free from the debts
and elainus of her maid husband, to make con-
tracts, PUY HMI be sued as a single woman,
and to trade In her own name and to dispose
of her property by will or deed. It is ordered
I hat a el opy of this order Ire published In the
1.11t urky NeW Era, a newspaper published
111 HopkInsville, Kentucky, the length of
time preecribed by law. Given under my
hand as clerk of ChM's( ism Circuit Court this
luly 3Iet, bee. EY HUN M. BRoWN, Clerk.
A copy attest :
C. M IbitowN, Clerk.
Forgy & attorneys for petitioners.
Commi.-...ioners Sale.
Christian rcuit ( onrt
D. M . Taylor and others 1
against >Equity.
NI I 'patine and fst hers J
By virtue of a Judgment and order of meteor
the Christian Ciortilt Court, rendered at the
January term there f, Dele, in the above came-
1 sha I proceed to offe• for s• le at the court-
Mope door, In Itorkinsville, Ky.. to the
highest bidder at bublic auction, on Mon-
day the 2nd day of September, lie*, at 11 At
o'clock • it. m., or thereabout, (being
county court day) upon a eredit of six
months the following property, to-
wit A house and lot •Iturted hi the city of
HopkInovi le, Ky. that was conveyed to S.
Lipstine by 11. Hlunienshell and tele by deed
dated Dec. 12, 1g71, of record In the Christian
l'ounty Court t lerk'sofnee In deed book NO.
45, page 354. situated on the west side of Lib-
erty Street between let and 2nd streets in the
city of Hopk !nay! ie. Conte ning one-eight h
of an acre fronting lit. feet ort Liberty street
end running back westwan11- 11! feet and Is
one-half of the lot eonveyed le said Blu men-
stet I by H. It. ',Melt and wife by 111t,41 of d: te
:kith day of September, 1K70, lying between
the lot formerly owned by 11 ra.M. -Ware and
the lot of H. T. IfeCatny. ot. ale house and lot
now occupied by Mrs. Samberger Or stuM
dent thereof to produce the sums of money
ordered to be made, amounting to $ 
For the purchase price the purchaser , with
approved surety or sureties,  t execute
bond , bearing legal interest front the day of
tale until paid, and having the force and ef-
fect of a replevin bond. Bidders will be pre-
pared to eomply promptly sti h these terms.
I. BURNETT,
4whtliwtsaw. Master Commiesioner.
STRAYED
From my premises on Sunday. June
2nd, ISMS. ten sheep, two bucks, four weath-
ers and four Isimin, one weather with horns
and OM. hunt' with horns. They were at
Newstead. Ky.. when last heard from. A
liberal reward will be paid for their return to
me. or fur information leading to their re-
covery. W. M. BOWLES,
wtr. HopkinavIlle, Ky.
Christian Circuit Court.
The Bank of llopkInsi Ille
1'. J. Reeves etc l'reditors.
In pur•tianee or an order entered at the
Merch term, IMO, in the &hoes styled causes
1 herby notify the creditors of ( . J Reeves
nle their claims with me itroperly pro% en.
on or before the first dee of September, l'ete
I. I It NETT, Master Co m'r.
File claims with Hunter Wtssi for me.
Christian Circuit Court.
E. 1'. Wood's Adio'r Notice to
Creditors.E. I'. Wood's lire. & creditors
In pursuance of an order entered nt the
MIAITI1 term, IWO, in the alsive stTled cause,
I hereby notify the creditors of E. P. Wood,
(IPC1•111.1Wil, tO file their claims with me proper-
ly proven, on or before the first day of Sep-
terniser,
I. BURNETT. Master Corn•r.
File claims with Hunter Wood for me.
Christian Circuit Court.
Oahe. West's Adm'r Nottre to
Creditors.Gahe West's Hrs. & Creditors
In pursuance of an order entered at the
March term. 1$1411, in the above stated cause,
I herebv notify the creditors of the estate of
Oahe West, dee'd, to file their claims with
me properly proven, on or before the first day
of September, IWO.
1. BURNETT. Master Com'r.
File claims with Hunter Wood for me.
Estray Notice.
Taken p as ast ray by John Coombs. living
on vinorou street. In Hopkine•ille, Chris-
tian county, on the 5n1 inns ., one black hog
aged 1 year, having four a hite fe-t and
marked with a smooth crop on right ear.
but having uo other mark or brands. •nd
which I have appraised at the value of four
Witness ruv hand this 3rd day of August,
Isee. T. C. TiltsLEY, J. I'. C. C.
aug6,dittertt
COI poration Notice.
At ai meeting of the etnekholderr of the
Gant & tialt hersCom puny held at their oMee
in the city of nopkInsville, Christian
Ky.. on saturate), August 3rd. 1P41411. the fol-
lowing change.; were made in We. 3 of their
nrtiele•of ineorporation acknowledged Ju'y
15th, hal Viz: It Is hereby ordered that the
capital stock of Mit company be reduced
f  f thousand ,11416411. dolitsre to ten
thousand ,Sio,tiilf dollars which shall be paid
up from the present assets of the company.
This August ard,
J . W. Mt Aro It Irv, Pn sident
T.
MAWS, I
M floAl.101. r -""
mug tiAltda It B. 11. NANCII.J
Callis Wolk°
Real Estate,
Collectin9 and
Insurance Agents.
We will sell at a bargain
the Higgin§ lot on the west
side of Clay street, with a
2 story brick house upon
it, also 3 improved lots on
the west side of Clay street
between 10th and 11th
streets, fronting 57 feet on
Clay and running back 100
feet.
A farm of 12.i acres, Nit uuted V., miles south
from Ky , 011 CO'S M111 road.
Improvements good. 115 acres cleared and
Macre. lit timber.
For sale, lots iu Stites' addition to
Hopkineville, Ky. These lots are
well located and are situated west
and east of It. R. track.
MePheriton lots mituated on South
side of 15th. St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
11 desirable lots for sale. Situated
on East side of Clarksville St., in
Hopkinsville, Ky., belonging to the
\Vallaer heirs, and being a part of
Sharp addition to city of Hopkins-
ville.
A farm of Rt5 acres 3 miles East of
Crofton, all limestone land, well
improved, sell at a bargain.
400 aeres of land s ntiles Routh of
flopkintiville, Ky., for sale. Im-
provements good and laud first class.
Terms reasonable.
4 dwellings on Elm St. for sale.
1 Oth. 11 61 46
Brown " " "
1 " East of Clarksville St. for
sale.
1 dwelling West side of Virginia St.
I " East " " t,
Building lots well located in any
part of the city.
INSURANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, bowies
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis & Wallace.
car. Office in rooms lately occu-
pied by post-office.
Hopkinsville- - Ky
FARM FOR SALE!
On Thureday Sept. 5th, IWO at eleven o'clock
we will XS 1.3.PC11t11111 of tile Will or Dr. .1
Bell offer for sale ut Ills late residence near
Douglas stution, One-half of his plane eon-
[mining 2:44 acres of land AISO tWO other
tracts of land ttf 22 and 11 acres. For further
information, address
0. BELL, Bell4Ky.
WINSTON HENRY, Caaky.
/1 11
41 11
Mens' best kip brogans -
" " calf " all 6 s - -
Misses' fine kid button shoes, 11 to 2
Childs' slippers
Marching Orders Gwen
To the balance of our Summer Clothing. We will march
them out to the tune of
"HALF-PR10E."
Every note in the music is a half note,but equal to a whole
note. It will be a quick step--double quick--and there
isn't a single rest from
Beginning to End.
We have left from our wonderful one-third off sale, 75
mens', 25 boys' and 30 children's
NM SUITS
that we are determined to sell before the season is arer.
The old invincible
;i zlf•Price" nickett
will do the work in less time and with less trouble than any
other plan. We can
Stand the Loss
if our friends can
Stand The Radon,
We have tagged those suits and marked the half-price in
Red Ink
allcwing the original ticket and the original price to remain
so you can see for yourselves whether we have made an
equal divide or not.
5 doz.men's straw hats will be sold at
First Pr ce
SPMCI-A-1-1
IN THE
SHOE DEPARTMEN
FOR THIS WEEK:
Ladies' Hand-turned kid button shoes for - $2 00 former price $3 60
- 50 41 3 75
3 00
1 00
90
1 00
25
Ai
11,
Al
J. E. Anderson Co.,
5 00
1 35
1 75
2 00
75
Bush's Stand - - Glass' Corner.
South:-:Kentucky:-:College,
HO PKINSVILLE, ;KENTUCKY.
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SE;c:3Ixcocol fc:or Bath SilloisoNg.elogis.
The 40th Session will begin TUEHDA Y. SE1"T 3rd, 1teed. T11111 school °Rent first-class
with antages In English, Science, Ancient Languages, Frctsch. German. Book-keeping, Mu-
sic and Art. T. RMS MODERATE. Fur catalogue giving full information
Address J A M ES E. fa:OBEY, President.
6. Fleming.
CENTRAL COLLEGE OF KENTUCKY, DANVILLE.
ESTABLISHED 1519 .t full and experienced corps of Teachers. cisesicat. Reim-
t ific end clective courses "(stud). Locution healthful and accessible. Superior advantages
for liberal and thorough education. Helloed, t'hristian homes. Increased endowment
and enlarged faculty tor coining year. For catalogue and other information apply to
is it W . C. YOUNG, D. D., l'resident, Daus We, Kentotcky.
ctur WM 2$ 1
SEND ORDERS TO
Kraver dc Harris,
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - - - KENTUCKY.
410$.•
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WHISKY
$2.00
PER GAL
The following brands kept: Daviees County and
E. W. Worstienes. Peerless; 11111 A Winstead's Silk
Velvet ; Itobertium County Corn Whisky; Anderaoa
County Whisky; White corn Whisky; Rich Grata
Sour Maeh Uution Ctrunty Whisky Ind Tenneesee
W it isk lee.
—Eight different kinds of Wines.—
BRANDI EfS,
"PEACH and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"
and GIN.
Prices From $1.50 to
$4 Per Callon,
With Jugs
Free.
N. B.-Enclose Postal, Money Order or Cash
with your order.
. Tobin & Co,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
OPERA BUILDING,
Hopkinsville, ▪ Kentucky.
Special attention given to orders from a distance.
Mr. N. Tobin, of the firm of PT. Tobin & Co., ha...Just returned from the East where be
purchaaed full and eomplete line of fine woolen• for fall and winter Parties nemakig
anything in that line would do well to call and see their stock pefore purchasing clambers
•
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ESTABLISHED 1843
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
Tim= cm-1==R MINTG-- =ANC)
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and Kurtzmann Pianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and cu .terms to Euit purchasers
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Kr. hi E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon nil
those who want to inquire about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.
622 4thaivenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH .v NIXON.
TOSE WEST I( ED WOOL ?on
YOUNG LA011(11 IN THE STATE.
assist few J.T.PATTERSON, Patti.
eassiorm, °NJ. B. SR I MN ER. antra
SAYRE FEMAkELLEITIM
A erfeet Sad day eel ter yogis; ladles.
ill, ter t y years u alder the
casege se prsond Prlactpat. Kindergarten,
YrIssatry__ „Allibasmitt sod Collegiate Departments.
AM. Illataa,illadervi Laatroaces, and lull t uliegt-
ax:=1.611Peelibea of IlloasUnto swagB d heedless. with
omperber apperatalane c ass Inetroction Sumner
eflmerdere limited to thirty m x. Icor catalogue
AWAY to IL M• =•1 MAILI‘AN. PwitattepoL
DETECTIVES
Wassolls•Verreaslute. Shrewd WS to • rt undo.
lastraellataa Is oar sarret !Aire. Ripen...se. Oatissamorr. Th. I stonsankau I Item;.', the eerie;
ampere( thelitansaa.restaiae•sactleale wasted, ami fee who.. e.proo• i • •• ••• r. •
ars .e,4. good 2e. snap for n eel
SealliMIMIIMINesalesismets.44ArciaL.a...4.m.alt.G
Tic blyLiie fiuuj Suild Train
Between
LOUISVILLE and MEMPHIS
With Pullman Buffet Sleeping Cars
from sod to
LOUISVILLE, MEMPHIS, VICKS-
BURG and NEW ORLEANS,
VIA MEMPHIS.
Thefts, is thoroughly equipped, anal In
Srst-ebiss condition. and provides betweenL)ttiswine and Memphis •• I toutvi • Daily Scr-
ew.. with Parlor ear, on Dor Toshio and of-
fers an excellent arramgentent of thne and
through ears.
A feature Is the time and sdvantagea me-
cured by the limited express tr•Inst: The
atina mod" leaving louts ille at 5:3 p. ni ,
daily. arriving bieniptaa at IOW as In.; and
the -thaitairleav tog Memphis at 5:10 p. at ,
daily. arrives Lembo:lite at 7:00 A ni.-4 Mly a
night"- ride and alveolar' entire day for busi-
ness or p ensure in either city with only on.
day's absence.
The preferred routs to points in West
nestztirodTeo Arkansas, Texas, Miswksdppl,
founds the south sod south-west.
The and quickest route to points In
Esotern entucky. Virginia, Ohio and the
East. Connections at Louisville and CincIn-
nail are made in Union depots and omnibus
transfers avoided.
TR•1318 LEAVE NORTONSVILLE;
WISTW•11D.
No. 1-Mall and express, dal y,
•- 7
-Limited .xpesm, daily, m.
'• II-Way freight 
sAgYwagb.
No 3-Mall and express, dully, 2iftil O. m•
" 11-LirnIted express, daily, , , 1:311 a in
....'". 13-Way frieght 
.. 
_ . 5:.lep m.
-Tickets. doe-tables and all desired infor-
m/dim secured by applying to
R. B. KEY IL, Agent,
Nortonsville, Ky.,
or W. II. PROUTY, Geol. Pao Agent,
Louisville, Ky.
1 
- ale A...1 iv LAI • tla.0 IA • ar• the largest
mueeteet. me-- i our Poe. Ebebee two-
, "ht "„".0.
 " WAGESpe., I Imo : go 51•4 neut., 1.r . to $3
if...40 Doss, aft .14eetl
We v.-1•11 a few
the w hole-
men t.. oe.i our
misb, tO.ampleALESME
PAILACS Sitaelt ell. Leati RATES.
rour por ` ••••ea De. too .n
DETROIT, PilACK1' AC ISLAND
Protomey,..seeit • r• ie. and Lane
Mares W • P.011.
Every west by Retweee
DETROIT AND CLEVELAN9
sp.i.1 Imes, Tr* 4.4.4.4/ 3•1.e. laiy, t ova. •444I 24•4.4.
OLIN II-LUSTS* P•asliv•-• t
Isles and Wsourat Ttekrne len b • .
br your not- eost.. r • el •
E. B. WHITCOMB. G. r' 1. r.
Detroit ced C'eve
A pure extract from the yellow pine of the
Routh. Cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Toothache, Earache, Sprains, Swelling. Ring-
worms. Frostbite., tak In Eruptions., all Throat
and ('hest .kffertions. etc , mud it great relief
to eonsumpt iv ell. I f used sceording to di rer-
Rona andlalle to give art hafartion after a oaf-
ficient teat Is made, we guarantee to refund
the money. Pri•  50 tents. For sale by
Wyiy & Burnett. •J. H. Gaither, It. B. Ommer,
Buckner Lettvell snd R. E. Christian, Hop-
Mast-Ole, Ky.
Al wholesale by Berry, DernovIlle & Co..
Nashville, Tenn.
Manufactured only by
Bauer Livery Feed & SaleStable
South Main St- HopkInsville, Ky.,
Buggies, Hacks, Griving and noddle Horses
always ready. Homes and Mules bought and
sold. A cons modloua stock pen attached.
Teams and •Invert furnished to commercial
traveler, and others at any time. Pmvender
of all kinds for male at Bets 11 or In Bulk.
DISS Warai
Seal ftlefOrtgall Mealy.
• 
Dm See "NO la tea wed&
Penes laWlkappor. War.
normal.
Sawa, Cages. Seib 1•16ei
sad (este Omen, Wieb wenn
.'mm.. m. .1 ,eam.
0.• rays.. a. ana a.
'o '.y arta ewers err arm
lairottwr MSS aersierse w
me
et reJ
et be•••11 ore bald
assowtoilf. Thew rampire. as
Iron as IL muse. ma wad
Melee, adafter yea hers loge
al's,, S. WOW a.m. far II made esteem.s then he Wow
who may nem • .1.4. to.. arrown ravens prosere now
elm Wile et ease real ea awe of relahriaa the Waitaki
Yee gareeletena Is po sit impreos_ Doerall. Ammo
stamens Co.. a..ilaralsead.11.8abssi.
Corner Virginia and Eighth streets 
vetrettni. his PrPP8as .181 ol lirieto 
of
horses and CALT HOUSE,
a • Y TRANSFER LINE,
Carriage*, buss, and transfer wagon
MEET ALL TRAINS.
Passengers and baggage carried to
amid from all trains to
ANY PART OF THE CITY. According to Location.
LP",15 Mahn SS stable. Telephone TurkieL and Rfiatitall baths in
Practire In all Mr courts of the t'onorton-
wealth, the enact nr Appeals and the
United states Court.
°Mee over Yeti.** & DoW OCT'S.
HOPKINSV1LLE, KY
allrothee over Plantera Kink
OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, PP STAIRS
Will practiee In the courts of Clirldlan
and adjoining countlea. mIA w
A. SEABOXIST, M. D. T. W. Lit.Aegr, M. P
Residence, Second Residence, south
and Main Main.
httratiria
A Most Effective Combination.
ThN well known Tonle and Nerrine Opining
great reTutstIon as acure f IlebWt y. Dystorp-
antl NERVOU4 (Reorders. It rettrem all
liWguld and debilitated condItinns of the ryr
tem; strengthens the intellect, and bodily functions;
builds up seen out Nerve.' aids di gentian ;re-
areas impaired or tort Vitality, and brings bat*
youthful strength and vigor. It la pleasant to the
tam, anti wird rreslo711 trace' the system sislast
ale depressing inf memo of Malaria.
Priete-e1.00 per Bottle of 24 011114016
For Sale by H. B. Garner, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
ELECTRIC BELT
..1_7'51.1E'rfadorC)X-T..1r..
PATTSITLD Alta. IS, 11a. DIVITOIAD I'll. I, 11•910.
f
(<4 e4
-Lt.,: A-,
No.4 GENTS' BALT\
5,0S1‘111Y.
DR. cacti%
(IALVANICPhysicians andSurgeons and Barpeneory-Az__o.,ro the fill',eka Oomph liar.
r,,a1 alklaNns.yrotez rye
(Mice over Planter's Bank. Tele- rs-s. Trembling
phone connection with ()Mee and res-
idence.
ETAISIIVTLLSa IJAWITILLWAII DST V r.en,
Tlis Light Dratu;ht Steams.
X" IR, 491,.. i•T BC a's 1
LB. THOM is sc,nos..
ED "ABEL ..
Will leave Evansville f Cannelton lam
xcept Sunday, at . o'dlock, a m., reakina tr
onneettom w•th the I)'.. It. AN. S.. It
leturnine. lea es Cannelton daily at 5:11..
., Sunday excepted, and Owenolanre at y. to
erwn T T11114 CILID.
gvanavilin . It,
Le tees ilweashoro  4 n.
Tire boo, for Fon nd trip on 8 oda
••••••••••ni• rnr stared purchliara by the
lt!.. ES A SNYDER
Caveats, and Trrle-Sark• obtained and all Pat-
ent Ansine•ts mender-Vet for WODe Cart rata
lortran n la,
Body, lamas. eau.. d by 
Indiacretin in booth or Mon.-..i L fe. all Dieseaes po talss'
•t to Oa Womb or sonit I organ.
fir the LA T KaT asalGrtt tie imrrommout ever
wade add is ray. torts. all tithors. buyer or an
LatIrtril Balt wants the latest-this hs will end tk,,)wen H It. It differ. from •11 others, as It is a ItAITillif
3W-Lt• • 'in t • rho n. • .ealco. wire belt. Barnet:BM(amesimstweeste Sr ak000lgr. Tao eleotrte current
cal be 1 YerlD 1.., t.nicrie before it Is ar.p.i.d to thebo it, 3nd i. wore oror sir to to boors doll,. Tryout
wi 2444111W th,• I. t .e.wa Win ay no ceher. To show
the ESTISS Coffilnre. r 446 sorely.. our FlortreGal-
yank Belts ant seen nee... eiti mad ••• So. 4 ada
Camploo. ea llr-panalblo soil....7 Dart, D.y.' Teal. Sand
• 1,4.4,404" burro., iii.ote.r..1 I• monis.
Ty, Psi- ..fDr. Dew% Mtn all' 144101.1414. riot St per
tin:N flEZTG14.; A:41) APPtIMICE
11•••••ae..a•rim Jo. 14.1h,
'.3051 111.7..rt:t Ld•Or_• -.1wair. ST. LOUIS. MO.
a EtsTie,',..
BODY BELT
are g stood te
Ad Rho Ia.
1...:totsaao. Dear
Debt I itrifOret Jae
Sexual Em Imo*
W..tng of the
Or the Liquor titbit, PooltIvely Cured
et u. mom 111111.11U1 SPitIfIC.
a can he given In a cue of colts or tea, or in ar-
t.clits of food. without the knowledge of the pet - 1V lien the crashIon talting it; Iii, absolutely Minnie. and will
wreck. IT *SEVER FAILS. We GUA RANT, E 
 ('i)vt'red that ii,. hail .IujtIkted wars'-
dialionor rani.. Wilk it, for it wss die-street a permanent anti speedy cure, whether
outpatient lea moderate drinker or an alcolitlin
rotagiete re in evet Instance. page boon. fir A • rm e in curdl,tenre,g - VECIFIC CO, 1 lib lace St. Cincinnati./
FoR mEN oNLy
to bridge over a crisis. I hen cattle
the x leisure and flight to Canada, so
well remembered, the sacrifice of all
lemote nom Wa•hfittron. the business. The sheriff sold the
Bond model. dr-Laing or photo., with dewrip- 111 paloce and its wotidel'hil furniture(lon. We advise. If patentatde or not. free ni A posiTivr Fcr LOST,. FAILING XANZOOD:
charge. Our fee not doe till patent I. secured. . • .• General 'ii NIRVOUS figs Ty. lint, lo•looging,s, awlwthe oner of it
A Patilret.ey, "Tile to Obtain Patent.," with Crilrrt Week %es. of /1,- dy and I'M Iffout.
names •,f artotl chent. in your :late count), tit iam of Er,',., or &tresses in Old,. Yr.sg.
town, sent free. Atkins., amo.•, sow. it 1.111000 mu. r ..,..,... it.. ,„ go., ..4h rows-thew WV IBA 111141114 414/1•111 M.I. 4 01 • re•ne el SOOT.
444.4N14,7 .4 44111•44 110414 Is., 4111IN 4- Itreollt• lo • day.
II...tooter Non 41 Melee, 1. rrii.rlos. aod Yoeolea I ...trios.
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SO, Sold Everywhere.
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all wee un indicted criminal and
fugit ire in a foreign count ry. Thcre
he gained a slender foot-holit and be-
gun to work himself up again. But
the old vigor and buoyancy were
gone; not . everything lie touched
Htt s Pills er misor. b him. His son,turm.d 1111(1f tunes,esetguld its it didno ce. Oth-reared in atItuenee, went to the badi''Sst cure coat iv cocoa the medleine mustbe snore than a pit egatite ro be per.
manent, it must contain
Tonic, Alterative and
CathArtic Properties.
Toil** Pill, poeseme these eat Wes la
so eaalnent degree, and
and married a woman of the town.
For live or six .yeare, broken in puree
anti spirit George Buchanan lies lived
at \V Mamie Canada and only a few
weeks nes were the indictment's
agitiest hint FO that ha
might emus. letek :whin, if lie t•Iiinie,
to the scene tor his triumph wed ruin.
Sunday ea/mt.-bringing his dead
wife to lay her beside their children
Be Made and Lost Two Emir-
nion4 Fortunes in
His Flight to Cs mat I at A1111 Him Itet tiro
Eoutsville--A llll • That Ti IC
Will be Pardoned.
special corre.pondence of ihe N W ERA.
Lor isv 11.1.ti, Aug. 10-Tell years
ago George C. Buchanan was the
Duke Louisville in all but the title.
lie unti his brother, Andrew, were
men of the largest capacity, fertile In
reeoureee, bold in execution and of
excellent judgment. George C.
Buchanan united to these qualities
remarkable vigor and absolute deter-
minat'on A year or two before they
had failed for a nil thou and a half,
and one of the first things I remem-
ber In Louisville journalism about
that time was the publication that
the Buchan:me had not only paid
back every dollar of their indebted-
ness to creditors but had paid the in-
terest also. Regarding only the mor-
al obligation they'had paid huudreds
of thousands from which the opera-
tions of the law had released them,
and no Mall had lost a dollar by their
misfortuuen. t hen they began to
make money Nolo and were 'loon
rated as millionaires, with the largest
distillery and warehottee properties
In the United Stales. Money *canoed
to pour in Upon ill a golden
stream. There May be /people tthti
understand how Minium!) can he made
in a year or two by eomuiercial trails-
actions, but It is all Greek to me.
'But the Buelianans made thousands
where other men made dollars and
for a brief space it seemed that to be
a prince of the elect one must be a
distiller. There wa.s no end to the
money to be made by turniug corn
into the rich red wine of Kentucky.
All the world was buying isour-mash
whisky and new dietilleries had to
I built to manufacture it fast enough.
The capacity of those already built
Wan doubled, trebled, quadrupled.
The Buelianaum cold all they could
make for ti ye' years ahead and whisky
was king.
*la
About this time he began to look
about for a new residence. He had
oceupiell the handsome place Oil
Third street now occupied by Bishop
Dudley. It is a great four story grand
square palace, with room enough for
a hotel. One night there was &grand
ball there which the grand dame oh
rumor said had cost ;10,000. Every-
thing Was a blaze of light and beauty.
A magnificent pavilion was erected
on the lawn for a dining room and
thousands of bottles of champagne
were broken. All the beauty anti
chivalry, according to the society
reporter's pen, was there, and then,
as if to emphasize the step, Mr. Buch-
anan moved to his new residence on
Fourth Avenue at the corner of
Breckinridge, near the smaller palace
In which Francis D. Carley, the
Standard Oil prince, lived. It was
geld that the frescoeing and papering
of the very walls cost ;20,000, that the
careeto carelese feet were to tread
upon stood for $10,000 and that the
chandeliers, mirrors, mantels aud
carvings were worth so many thou-
sands as to make utterance of it
breathlees. The furnishing of the
house was roundly stated at 075,000
and a year or two later tbe "repairs"
and "refurnishing" were stated to
have cost ;60,000. All this vast out-
lay in luxury and comfort was made
by a man whose personal habits were
simple and inexpensive, but who
seemed to have the capacity of ap-
preciatiug how large wealth should
be liberally expended. Mrs. Buch-
anan was a Creole, and was immense-
ly flashy and profuse in living.
They had. one daughter and
one son and life in the new palace
was on a princely scale. Wide pop-
ped the eyes of women over the gos-
sip of the stories of the monthly bills
rendered for silks, laces and trifles.
The carriages, Use high stepping
horses, the creole fashion requiring
clerks to bring gOtalst tO the curb in
r that the princess need not
alight-the-le things tiiiatly aroueed
ciiv and jealousy and illative.
4.
But lleorge C. Buchanan was al-
ways popular. lie wss an industri-
ous, decisive, agreeable and liberal
man. He spent his tittle itt his otliee
directing the great operations of mil-
lions of money as a general would iii-
ret millions of troopy. In the with-
ky business, which then seemed to
lie the field of fortune, Ii is pereouality
was the north star by which others
steered their venturesome voyages.
The eonfidenee and belief that others
shared in Isis capaeity he held him-
self. He paid *6,000,000 twr year in
taxes hi the Federal government and
once said "Congress moist give me
what I ask because• I ant too big a
customer sit the government to be de-
nied" In a year he made enough
whisky to float two eteamships eat+
50 feet wide, 3.10 feet long, drawing
:A feet of water. Thee are as big as
the mighty monsters that now plough
aeross the Atlantic in less. Oulu six
days. Faster then he could make it
the liquor it as sold tall over the coun-
try. -Every wholesale At hisky dealer
had become a speculator and many
outsiders had ventured in, dazzled by
the gilding that rumor lent to the
wealth to be made iii the magic fluid.
Warehouses acre [Milt So sit U pelt-
duos in size that acres were covered
with them. Conspicuous ia all the
movement George Watt
the leader and the commanding 11g-
u re-.
Then there came mutterings.
Homily a creel'.
But the Ititchanans managed to
brace themselves nutter the ruins
and, by sheer force of his indomitable
pluck an I con-lidence, George Buch-
anan held up a weight that Atlas
might have groaned under. Those
who had contracted to purchtuse is imi
whisky could not meet their obliga-
tions and' a great mercantile crisis
had to be It Distillers geuerally
attempt to meet it by stopping pro-
duction and devoting theniselvem to
the tank of carefully nureing what
they have until better times come.
".owe succeeded, others failed in this.
The Buchanans, eavying the most
enormous I4 m,1 of all, failed, notwith-
standing tile energy, the wonderful
resource's and the ability of George
in the cemetery. The newspapers
contained a few lines about his ar-
rival and the funeral. All the old
apleedor had vanished like the fig-
ment of a dream. There were those
who remembered hie former liberal-
ity and kindnees when he was in the
midst of prosprity, and threw sent
flowers that buried the coffin under a I
mound of blossom's. Three also, per-
suaded Mr. Buclosuan to stop in
Louisville tor a few tia)s aud he has
been renewing old nequaintances.
ills great distilleries unit warehouses
are owned by others, the palace in
he lived has lwen cut into tWo
houses and is %Well pied by two fami-
lies. There is apparently wit a shred
of his fu, tiler greatness left by which
he +mould pull himself up to fortune
again. There are mauy people here
who remember him kindly for his
past and who do not set down his one
misdeed against a li!e of hard work
and well-spent endeavor. About the
time that Mr. Buchanan fled there
were others who left under similar
circumstances in the tobacco trade.
All of them have beet) pardoned their
offenses.
•••
There Is a rumor to the effect that
an effort It. soon to be made to peeure
the pardon of ex-Teeseurer Tate and
allow him to return to Kentucky.
It It. eald that petitions for his pardon
have been ssigned. but I have never
met anybody who had seen one of
them or kite Ss' 110/4 t I y of the exiet-
ewe; of tile petitituie. The where.
abouts of Cul. Tate Its still a mystery
to the people of Frankfort, not
all that has at times been
published as to his being in Japan,
Nfexieo, Canada, etc. One of his
most intimate friends told me recent-
ly that he had no Idea where Tate
Wart 111141 did not believe his family
knew whether he was alive or dead.
It is pretty sure that lie will not be
pardoned by the present executive.
More time will be required to cool
the public fever and then there are
weighty political reasons why he
should not be wanted at this junc-
ture. But, above all, Governor Buck-
ner would not pardon so faithless a
public 'servant as Tate. There are
some people who believe the fugative
has long ago committed suicide. This
le not probable. Suicide might have
re:ow/fairly followed exposure, but
It would hardly be adopted after suc-
cessful flight with a barrel of the
state's good hard dollars for his sup-
port. If he should voluntarily re-
turn sotne (lay and make a clean
breast of ie,wouldn't there be an a*-
ful getting up stairs in political cir-
cles for a short while? PreaDoe.
The Society or Clarkeville. Hopkins-
sod South Christian Meer,
The beautiful home of Mr. Jetties
Radford, on the Clarksville pike, 6
miles south of the city, was the thea-
tre of a gay scene the night of the 8th a
scene in whigh the dramatis persouie
were the society people of this city,
Clarksville and all of the neighboring
villages. At 8 o'clock a long line of
buggies and vehicles of every kind
began to move from Hopkiusville to-
wards the scene of festivities and one
hour later fully two hundred young
people had gathered at the hospita-
ble young bachelor'. home. The large
maples' in the wide lawn were hung
with Japanese lanterns which blend-
ing their own weird light with the
moon beams produced a romantic
picture heightened and *softened by
the sweet strains of music from Jim
Shelton's, band. Seats had been ar-
ranged under every tree by the
thoughtful host, and many couples
sought these quiet retreats perhaps
to mend broken promises, to make
new vows or It may be only to dis-
cuss the night and its beauty. The
morning was well advanced before
the young people reluctantly pre-
pared to depart. Mr. and Mrs. W. 1'.
Radford were present as host and
host-tem and it goes without isayin,_
that the occasion was enjoyed by all
who attended.
The Unlvt•risal 1•erdlet or I he Peoplt•
W'Im have used ('larke'r Extract of
Flax ,Papillon) Skin Cure award it
the first end highest place as a reme-
dial agent in all cases of Skin Diseases.
Erysipelas,Eezettia,l'imples, unsight-
ly blotches, humiliating eruptions,
Boils, Carbuncles, 'Fetter, etc., all
yield to this wonderful preparation at
once. Price $1.00 for a large bottle at
II. B. tiarner's drug store.
Clarke's Flax Soap its good for the
Skill. Try it. Price :Vs cent's.
ltENNETTN't OWN NOTEs.
--
A Itloonliglit. Fete at Mir. Robe. 1 hack-
veral Castes of Slekneas--
P1•11101 muIN.
There was a moonlight levee given
on last Friday night at the handeome
and hospitable residence of Mr Robt.
Meeker. It watt given to his daugh-
ter Lueile and Misses Belle aud
Minnie Stevenson. Miss Nevada
So.,thall assisted them in receiving
their guests. The lawn was bril-
liantly illuminated and vied In love-
liness with the winsome maidetia
fair with sunny locks and raven hair
it Ito flitted go gully to and fro, but
they were not "alone" you know.
There was a very large crowd in at-
tendance but the untiring exertions
of the young :miles who were aet'ng
the part of hostess caused every one
to apparently enjoy the entertain-
ment. We would describe the toi-
lets of all the young ladies: but it
would take up space and then would
be rather monotonous, as the moat of
them were dressed in white with
'sutural flowers as oruameute. Mhos
Lucile Thacker, white mull, lace and
flowers; Miss Minnie Stevenson,
embroidered swiss, flowers; Miss
Vada Southall, pink albatross, lace
and flowers; Miss Belle Hterenium,
lavender nun's %tiling, ribbons and
flowers. It was an elegant entertain-
meot and sill be long and pleasantly
remembered.
Jlitla Fends Brame, who has been
quite sick, is now improving.
Mrs. V. It. Blair. who has been
a great suflerer from rheumatism for
two years, is now much worse. She
can not walk at all, even with the
aid of her erigehes. We deeply 'sym-
pathize with her.
The protraeted meeting ut this.
Wave will commence the third Sun-
day in this month ;August.)
Mrs. Gordon Hanbery has beee
very ill with typhoid fever for several
weeks.
Rev. J. C. 'lute and childrete were
visiting here last %seek.
Is one which is guaranteed to bring
yin& satiefacrory results', or iti l'arle or
failure a return of purchase price.
On this safe plan you can buy from
nir advertised Druggist a bottle of
Dr. King's Now Discovery for Con-
mumption. It is guaranteed to bring
relief in every ease, when used for any
affection of fliroat, Lunge or Chest,
smell as Consumption, InflamatIon of
Lungs, Bronehithe Amtiona, Whoop-
ing Cough. Croup, etc., etc. It is
pleasant and agreable to.taste, per-
feetly eats-, and can alwa be de-
'ended upon.
Trial bottles free at Ha • B. Gar-
uteri City Pharmacy.
October ,!.it hi and '26th the Yourig
Nien'e Editorial Assoeiat:on will meet
at Bowling Green. At the meeting
ofthe executive rommItte In Louis-
ville last week, measures looking to
the publication of matters relative to
the development of the state were
considered.
Ns New DeeelopmeNts is the Elettien
Cae in Trigg,
T12 ephotie Ito the Naw ERA..
CA wiz, Aug 10 -There are no new
developments in the election cat*
here. The vote stands, Wharton,
932, Clark 932, so the representative
from this county Is still utmanied.
Mr. Wharton was in town yesterday,
but his legal advisers were not here
and he Is undecided what course he
will pursue, whether to leave the
metier for the legislature to decide,
make the race over, or cast lots with
his oppouent. We favor a new elec-
tion, iniumiuell as Mr. Sharp had a
majority- of 140, and as Mr. Wharton
Is as good a Democrat as Mr. Sharp,
believe at another trial he will come
off v ictorious.-
Mr. Clark Is at home, near Roar-
lug Springs, seriously III, and has
not been seen in regard to the matter.
Monday is court (lay and we ex-
pect a big crowd. It may be deter-
mined then what course will be pur-
sued in the election matter.
The Democratic Wheelers of the
county voted for Mr. Clark over our
nominee hut-cause Clark is a member
of that organization. Had they voted
for cur man hie majority would have
been amply sufficient.
The Kaye for Coroner.
The Cadiz Telephone say.: Dr. J.
NV. !Allard, the negro candidate for
coroner of Christian county, spent
last Monday In Cadiz. His friend.
doubtless thought hiss absence would
contribute more to his success than
would his august presence. The re-
sult shows that he acted wisely in
absenting hitneelf, as he was elected.
NVe learn, however, that the Doctor
is ineligible to the position, and that
his opponent, Dr. J. L. Dulin, will
have the pleasure of presiding at the
inquests that may be held In his
county, if it be a pleasure. The se-
lection of Lillard, a copper-colored
negro, over Dr. J. L. Dulin, one of
the most accomplished and cultured
gentlemen in Kentucky, demon-
strates that, with the ascendency of
the Republican party, the ignorant
element predomitiatee over the in-
tellectual, and we are forcibly re-
mined of how the Jews in ancient
days were wont to leave the true
and living God and worship Baal and
Ashlaroth.
When 1Mbs was inek e.g.?. bar CI eters,
When she was a Clold. she coed for Cestoria,
When she became Mies, elm clang is Ca•Larilk,
Inism she had Children, e`e gays these Casten.,
The Value of laical Papers.
Every honest, reflecting mind
knows that the local newspaper adds
much to the general wealth and pros-
perity of the place, as well as Increase
the reputation of the town abroad.
It benefits all who have business in
the place, enhancer the value of
property, besides being a public con-
venience. It increeses trade, It cau-
tions against Imposition, it saves you
from loss, it warns you of danger, it
points out different advantages and
increases your profits. Now, if you
want such a paper you must support
It by advertising your business in it;
assist in increasing its cireulation by
getting your neighbor to subscribe
with you for it. If you want such a
paper, you must not consider it so an
act of charity to support it, but as a
means to increase your own wealth
as well as that of the place in which
you live; therefore, 'support it by ad-
vertising and subscribing and paying
°tit - Jessamine Journal.
An Important Etc meet
Of the succesie of Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla is the fact that every purchaser
reeeives a fair equivalent for his
inoney. The familiar headline "100
Doses One Dollar," stolen by imita-
tors, is original with and true only of
Hood's Sarsaparilla Tide cu easi-
ly be proven by any tele who desires
to test the matt .r. For real econe-
my, buy only Hood's Sarsaparilia.
Sold by all druggists.
A Rig Time Ex peeled.
The Bowling Green Times, refer-
ring to fair hops, one of which will
be held in that city on September
Ilth says: "These fair hope have al-
ways been important social and so-
ciety events, but the approaching
one will eclipse all others. It will be
projected on a magnificent scale and
everything to cessary will be done to
betake it the crowning event ef the
seoson. The ball room floor will be
put in splendid condition, the armory
will be gayly decorated and brilliant-
ly illuminated, and will present a
dazzling and resplendent appearance.
Eichoru's famous band will furnish
the intone for the occasion, and the
management of the dance will be in
competent and experienced hands."
. The transition from long,
painful sickness to robust
health makes an epoch in the life of
the individual. Such a remarkable
event is treasured in the nieruory and
the agency whereby the good health
has been attained is gratefully blessed.
Hence It is tnat so much is heard to
praise of Electric Bitters, So mayn
feel they owe their restoration to
health to the use et the great alterna-
tive and tonic. If you are troubled
with any disease of Kidney, Liver or
Stomach, of long or short standing
you will surely find relief by the use
of Electric Bitters. Sold at fit) cents
and $1 per bottle at H. B. Garner'is
City Pharmacy.
Attempted Murder.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. I2.-John
Proctor, who murdered Purcell at
Mt. Vernon, Ky., last Monday, at-
tempted to kill editor W. It. Creas,
of the Mountain Signal, Saturday.
Cress was on his way to the depot
when Proctor, who wrs supposed to
Lie under guard, met him, and thrust-
ing a pistol into hie faee, ordered
him to get down on his knees. Cress
ran and Proctor tired at him but
missed. Proctor was at once placed
in jail. The reason for his assault
Was that Cress had denounced huiuiu
ill his paper for the Purcell murder.
Ttlit IT IN 1I1E.
"For want of a nail, a shoe tess
lost; for want of a shoe, a horse was
lost; for Want of a horse, a rider was
lost." Nevv• neglect small tlsings.
The first signs of pneumonia and
eonsumpt'  can positively be
checked by Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption. Sold by
CI:eta:Neal", O., Aug. 11.-Wm.
Obern, a rilizen of Bowling Green,
Ky., was brutally assaulted on East
Front street, near Broadway at 3:30
this morning by unknown parties.
Ohern was intoxicated aud was un-
able to give any description of his as-
eallauts. He was hit with a club on
top of the head, but not dangerously
hurt. After his wound's were dressed
he was loeked up in a police station
for safe-keeping.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Col. NV. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn,
lune home one evening, feeling a is--
tightness in the chest. Before
retiring, lie tried to draw a long
breath hut found it almost imponalble.
He istiELTed four days from inteumo-
iia, and the doctors' gave him up. Dr.
Aeker's English remedy for eonsump-
thou slaved him and he is well t.
Sold by H. B. Garner, druggists.
'fostit the First erike at the Internal timid Exposiltion. Barcelona. Speen, at the N. "rigida
Exixwition, Hiehmond at the Spanish Exposition, tsaragoitge- and also bore o
the gold medal at I lie grunt' go ernusent field trials In Fran., and Tunis.
It Leads All Others and Stands Without An Foal.
Even Maehtne is perfectly constructed and of the Mescal quality. Call 041 us Irefore oubey a reaper or 111011cr HMI .kilit,13 out ot the merits of thls great nonvoter. We elm°
handle
Which stand at the head in all part icithirs. some one ill be found at our rooms, day mid
night, to to ris repuirs and supplies, of all kinds for our machinery. We are agent& for
Perkins Wind-Mills, Pumps and Tanks.
It regulates itself perfectly Iti all kinds"( weather, and does not need any aid' vaneo, gov-
erning bells or levers, A PERK !NM WIND lit ILI.. 10-foot wheel, will supply any
t•rdinsry fern' with plenty of water for all thet various purposes, altd the
price is within the reset) of all. and It is Indlopensible Is, thie Wide-
awake farmer. ('all tin us before you buy.
W.
Hipk Ina" Cor. Inth
B. & C. T.
and Main streets
Mason,
11OPEINSVILLE.KY.
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